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ABSTRACT 
The Purpose of the study was to find out, the intervened effect of yoga on Trait Anxiety among the university sportsmen. The subjects 
chosen for the study were 30 Sportsmen from University of Madras, aged between 20 and 25 years. They were randomly divided into 
two groups of 15 each, one being the experimental group and the other a control group. The experimental group underwent a 
scheduled yoga practice for a period of 8 weeks, 6 days/week as the control group was on daily regular routine. The status of Trait 
Anxiety was measured before (Pre-test) and after (Post-test) the experimental period using Manual of State-trait Inventory developed 
by Spielberger (1970). The data were analyzed statistically for significant differences. Later applying analysis of variance and analysis 
of co-variance (in case of insignificance), significance in variance is shown, and further Scheffe’s test was applied. The result proves 
that the yogic scheduled practices have made a significant impact on the Trait Anxiety of the  experimental group compared to the 
control group. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The modern life in this concrete jungle is more complex and 
competitive not only for survival but to feel bigger than the 
other in possession and existence due to which people are 
more anxious and worried to win over the other . The spirit of 
sports is limited only to win laurels, people would only want 
winners and not losers hence sportsmen are injected with 
forced result than a performance oriented result. To stabilize 
sportsmen from this fact of sports arena, we need to establish 
integration between our head (Thinking), heart (Feeling) and 
hands (Behavior), which means discarding discrepancies in 
our thinking, feeling and behavior towards sports and its 
performance. To achieve this, yoga psychology recommends 
leading a disciplined lifestyle and developing a positive 
attitude towards the events of life. Trait Anxiety is defined as 
the relatively stable individual difference is anxiety proneness 
that is tendency to respond to situations perceived as 
threatening with elevations in a state intensity (Spielberger, 
1970). The science of yoga proclaims that yogic techniques 
and practices aim at selective as well as wholesome shaping of 
human body and mind. Hence a selective package of yogic 
practices consisting Asana (Physical Postures), Pranayama 
(Breathing Practices) and Meditation (Mental Practices) was 
designed with performance norms intended to create a positive 
impacts among the experimental subject on trait anxiety. The 
capsule is expected to assist the enhancement and regulation 
of the trait anxiety and positive attitude to life so as to suit the 
tested variable. The degree and range of impacts of the capsule 
subjected to statistical analysis is the culmination of the 
research challenge.     

 

Yoga  

The term 'yoga' is used to indicate both the 'End' as well as the 
'mean'. In the sense of the 'End', the word 'Yoga' signifies 
'Integration' at its highest level. All the means that subscribe to 
reach this goal also constitute yoga, in the sense of 'yukti' the 
means or technique. All the practices, whether high or low are 
calculated to help the progress of the aspirant towards such 
integration are together known by the name 'yoga'.   Yoga is 
thus an integral   subject, which takes into consideration man 
as a whole.  It does not divide him into watertight 
compartment as body, mind and spirit etc. 

Asana 

Asana are those postures with dynamic moments oriented to 
create physical and physiological changes in the human 
system. It works on the principle of sthiram – sugam- asanam 
(seat). Local compression of various structures affects the 
whole body during flexing and extending which in turn tunes 
the tissues locally so as to stimulate nerves, blood, lymph, 
endocrine organs and neural plexus. Thus the wide range of 
posturing, improving suppleness and flexibility in the body are 
achieved particularly toning up the nervous system. Functions 
of all vital organs, stimulation of glands and regulation of the 
blood flow are achieved by proper postures and the muscles in 
our body are thus firmed and strengthened. 

Pranayama 

Pranayama is the practice of breathing exercises with the three 
scientific phases namely Puraka (Inhalation), Kumbhaka 
(Holding the air in the lungs) and Rechaka (Exhalation) in a 
progressive manner that works centrally and the effects spread 

TRAIT ANXIETY AMONG ATHLETES – A 
TRAINING ANALYSIS WITH YOGIC ROUTINE 

HEALTH SCIENCE 
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to the periphery, too. One must understand that the objective 
of pranayama is to affect the proper balance between Ida 
(Moon Breath) and Pingala (Sun Breath) nadis and to gain the 
physiological, spiritual upliftment through the attainment of 
light and knowledge from the sushumna nadi. From the 
physical point of view, a proper balance among the nadis 
ensures health, strength, peace and longevity. Pranayama have 
seasonal effects in its technique and practice. Hence the 
selection of pranayama for the practice schedule should be 
based on the seasonal requirements. During practice the three 
phases, inhalation, holding the breath and exhalation should be 
observed as 1:1:1 (Initial Stage) 1:2:2 (Intermediate Stage) 
and 1:4:2 (Advanced Stage) (Iyengar, 2001). 

Meditation 

Meditation is a systematic method of mental practice that 
gives a complete mental, physical and emotional relaxation. 

Capsule Training Package 

The Scientific basis of yoga offers a wide range of variations 
in its scopes and benefits on how to utilize those effects for 
various needs and requirements of general health and fitness 
more specifically in personal life style. An intensive review of 
related literature on these area and consultations with the 
experts in yoga a selected yoga-training package was designed 
for the subjects under study. The principle of training load was 
maintained for the capsule packages during the 
experimentation in terms of physical, physiological and 
psychological requirements for the training period.     

 

II. Research Problem, Materials and Methods 

The Purpose of the study was to find out, the intervened effect 
of yoga on Trait Anxiety among the sportsmen. 

The subjects chosen for the study were 30 sportsmen who 
represented University of Madras; Chennai aged between 20 
and 25 years. They were randomly divided into two groups of 
15 each, one being the experimental group and the other a 
control group. The experimental group underwent a scheduled 
yoga practice for a period of 8 weeks, 6 days/week as the 
control group was on daily regular routine. The status of trait 
anxiety was measured before (Pre-test) and after (Post-test) 
the experimental period using Spielberger’s manual of State-
Trait Anxiety Inventory (1970). The data were analyzed 
statistically for significant differences. Later applying analysis 
of variance and analysis of co-variance (in case of 
insignificance), significance in variance is shown, and further 
Scheffe’s test was applied.  The Inventory consisted of 40 
statements (20-state anxiety and 20-trait anxiety). It includes 
both positive and negative statements. It is a liker method and 
each statement consist of 4 responses. The respondent made a  

tick mark on any one of the responses that fit to them best. 
The inventory was scored with the help of scoring key and 
which is given below. A separate scoring method was 
followed for positive and negative statements and added and it 
was treated as individual score. The total score constitute the 
anxiety score. The range of score is 20 to 80 scoring key. For 

items 1, 6, 7, 10, 13, 16 and subjects responses, almost never, 
sometimes, often and almost always are to be given 4, 3, 2 and 
1 scores respectively. For the rest of scoring is to be done in 
the opposite way. (Spielberger, 1970). 

 

III. YOGA TRAINING CAPSULE  

Asana  - Padmasana, Vajrasana, Paschimothanasana, 
Matsyasana, Artha Matsyendrasana, Halasana, Bhujangasana, 
Dhanurasana, Shalabhasana, Sarvangasana, 
Pawanmuktanasana, Chakrasana, Utthita Parvakonasana, 
Virabhadrasana, Utkatasana, Vrksasana, Tadasana, 
Garudasana, Shavasana (Shanti). 

Pranayama - Nadisuddhi, Nadi Shodhana, Ujjayi, 
Kapalabhati, Bhramari, Bhastrika, Sitalai, Sitakari.  

Meditation - Observing the breath (Swami Satyananda 
Saraswathi, 1993). 

IV . TIME SPILIT - TRAINING SCHEDULE 

 
Table.1: Time Split – Training Schedule 

 
V. RESULT ANALYSIS 

 
The collected scores from Pre-test and Post-test after 

statistical analysis reveal significance in the final output of the 
scores arrived after the experimentation period in post-test 
scores. The Table-I presents the result of statistical result of 
significance. 
 

 
Table.2 : Result of Analysis of Variance and Analysis of Trait 

Anxiety of Control and Experimental Group 
 

 
Table.3 : Scheffe’s test for significance of the Difference between 

Paired means 
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Table.2 indicates that after the training programme significant 
difference was found in (Trait Anxiety) computation of 
Analysis of variance as the obtained ‘F”-ratio computed from 
adjusted mean sum of squares was 13.88 against the 
prescribed tabulated value of 4.21 at 0.05 level and 7.64 at 
0.01 level of confidence for 1 and 27 degrees of freedom. So 
the obtained ‘F’-ratio was significant at both the levels of 
confidence. The result of investigation revealed that there was 
significant improvement in Trait Anxiety through scheduled 
yoga practice programme. The results by and large were in 
conformity with the findings of Morris and Rose (1983). The 
means of Pre and Post-test scores of two groups in Trait 
Anxiety have been presented graphically in Fig.1. 
 

 
Fig.1 : Mean Trait Anxiety (Pre and Post-test) of Control and 

Experimental Group 
 

CONCLUSION 
The Scheduled yogic practices made impacts on trait anxiety 
during post training assessment among the sportsmen. Based 
on the finding it is concluded that the yogic practices package 
could be of a notable capsule training to maintain and develop 
a positive trait anxiety among the university sportsmen. 
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ABSTRACT 
" Big information" alludes to datasets whose size is past the capacity of average database programming devices to catch, store, 
oversee, and dissect. This definition is purposefully subjective and fuses a moving meaning of how enormous a dataset needs to be 
with a specific end goal to be acknowledged huge information i.e., we don't characterize enormous information regarding being bigger 
than a certain number of terabytes (many gigabytes). We accept that, as engineering developments over the long haul, the extent of 
datasets that qualify as large information will additionally build. Additionally note that the definition can change by segment, 
contingent upon what sorts of programming instruments are generally accessible and what sizes of datasets are normal in a specific 
industry. With those admonitions, enormous information in numerous parts today will go from a couple of dozen terabytes to different 
petabytes (many terabytes). 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Another study from Mckinsey & Company infers that 
organizations are making Big Data and information dissection 
a top necessity going send. The discoveries reverberate those 
of various exploration firms.sixty-five percent of the 
aforementioned respondents referred to Big Data and 
examination as essential to their association on some level; 
around 68 percent reported that computerized showcasing and 
social devices were a comparative necessity, while 56 percent 
felt that route about adaptable conveyance platforms. 
respondents were for the most part bearish about the prospects 
for information dissection. "More executives say they have 
beated rivals in their utilization of huge information and 
dissection than in applying whatever possible pattern," read 
the report. Particularly, around 44 percent of respondents 
showed more esteem created from utilization of information 
and dissection, versus 32 percent for advanced showcasing 
methods, 28 percent for social apparatuses or innovations, and 
28 for adaptable conveyance platforms. other later reports 
have shown an increased investment in Big Data. 

 

 

Fig.1: Priority of digital business trends on companies strategic agenda 

 Another study by Varonis, an organization that 
advances apparatuses for ensuring and overseeing both 
organized and unstructured information, showed that two-
thirds of It stars accept that Big Data ought to be a vital 
necessity for their associations. Then, a May note from 
Nucleus Research demonstrated that quickened and broader 
selection of B.i. devices is for sure underway around 
organizations. 

II. RELATED STUDY 

 A few exploration groups have concentrated on the 
aggregate sum of information created, saved, and depleted on 
the planet. In spite of the fact that the extent of their gauges 
and along these lines their outcomes differ, all indicate 
exponential development in the years ahead.  Mgi gauges that 
endeavors universally archived more than 7 exabytes of new 
information on circle drives in 2010, while customers saved 
more than 6 exabytes of new information on apparatuses, for 
example, Pcs and record books. One exabyte of information is 
what might as well be called more than 4,000 times the data 
saved in the Us Library of Congress.  Indeed, we are 
producing so much information today that it is physically 
difficult to store everything.  Health look after, occurrence, 
dispose of 90 percent of the information that they produce 
(e.g., just about all constant movie bolsters made throughout 
surgery). Huge information has now arrived at each area in the 
worldwide economy. Like other fundamental variables of 
generation, for example, hard stakes and human capital, much 
of up to date investment movement basically couldn't occur 
without it. We appraise that by 2009, about all areas in the Us 
economy had in any event a normal of 200 terabytes of 
archived information (double the measure of Us retailer Wal-
Mart's information warehouse in 1999) for every organization 
with more than 1,000 workers. Numerous divisions had more 

BD – REVIEW AND ANALYSIS ON BIG DATA COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Data, Tera bytes, 
Information, Programming 
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than 1 petabyte in mean archived information for every 
organization. In sum, European associations have in the 
vicinity of 70 percent of the space limit of the whole United 
States at just about 11 exabytes contrasted and more than 16 
exabytes in 2010. Given that European economies are like one 
another as far as their phase of advancement and hence their 
dissemination of firms, we accept that the normal organization 
in most businesses in Europe has enough limit to store and 
control enormous information. Conversely, the for every 
capita information force in different areas is much easier.  

This infers that, in the close term in any event, the 
most possibility to make esteem through the utilization of 
enormous information will be in the most advanced 
economies. Looking ahead, notwithstanding, there is 
enormous potential to power huge information in improving 
economies inasmuch as the right conditions are set up. Think 
about, case in point, the way that Asia is now the heading area 
for the era of individual area information essentially on the 
grounds that such a variety of portable telephones are being 
used there. More versatile telephones an expected 800 million 
gadgets in 2010—are being used in China than in any possible 
nation. Further, some unique organizations in improving 
locales could be much more progressed in their utilization of 
huge information than midpoints may infer. Furthermore a few 
associations will exploit the capability to store and process 
information remotely The potential outcomes of enormous 
information proceed to develop quickly, determined by 
development in the underlying advances, stages, and 
diagnostic capacities for taking care of information, and in 
addition the advancement of conduct around its clients as 
more people live digital. 

III . ADVANTAGES OF BIG DATA 
 
Main five advantages of Big Data 

 
Creating transparency: 
Essentially making enormous information all the more 
effortlessly receptive to important stakeholders in a convenient 
way can make huge worth. In people in general division, for 
instance, making important information all the more promptly 
open crosswise over generally differentiated offices can 
strongly lessen inquiry and transforming time. In assembling, 
incorporating information from R&d, building, and 
assembling units to empower simultaneous designing can 
essentially slice opportunity to market and enhance quality. 
 
2. Enabling experimentation to discover needs, expose 
variability, and improve performance 
 
As they make and store more transactional information in 
computerized structure, associations can gather more exact 
and nitty gritty execution information (in genuine or close 
continuous) on everything from item inventories to staff 
debilitated days. It empowers associations to instrument forms 
and afterward set up regulated trials. Utilizing information to 
examine variability as a part of execution that which either 

happens characteristically or is created by regulated 
investigations and to comprehend its main drivers can 
empower pioneers to oversee execution to larger amounts. 
 
3. Segmenting populations to customize actions 
Enormous information permits associations to make 
exceedingly particular divisions and to tailor items and 
administrations accurately to help. This approach is well 
known in advertising and hazard administration yet might be 
revolutionary somewhere else for instance, in people in 
general segment where an ethos of treating all natives in the 
same way is ordinary. Significantly customer merchandise and 
administration organizations that have utilized division for a 
long time are starting to convey always advanced huge 
information procedures, for example, the constant 
microsegmentation of clients to target advancements and 
publicizing 
 
4. Replacing/supporting human decision making with 
automated algorithms: 
Refined dissection can considerably enhance choice making, 
minimize dangers, and uncover important bits of knowledge 
that might overall remain covered up. Such investigation have 
provisions for associations from duty orgs that can utilize 
mechanized hazard motors to banner hopefuls for further 
examination to retailers that can utilize calculations to advance 
choice methods, for example, the programmed adjusting of 
inventories and estimating according to constant in-store and 
online bargains. In a few cases, choices won't essentially be 
robotized yet increased by examining enormous, whole 
datasets utilizing huge information procedures and advances 
as opposed to simply littler inspects that people with 
spreadsheets can handle and get it. Choice making may never 
be the same; a few associations are now settling on better 
choices by examining whole datasets from clients, 
representatives, or even sensors implanted in items 
 
5. Innovating new business models, products, and services 
Enormous information empowers organizations to make new 
items and administrations, upgrade existing ones, and imagine 
totally new plans of action. Producers are utilizing information 
acquired from the utilization of genuine items to enhance the 
advancement of the following era of items and to make 
inventive after-deals administration offerings. The 
development of continuous area information has made a truly 
new set of area  based administrations from route to valuing 
property and loss protection dependent upon where, and how, 
individuals drive their 

 
CONCLUSION 

The successful utilization of huge information has the 
possibility to convert economies, conveying another wave of 
gainfulness development and purchaser surplus. Utilizing 
enormous information will turn into a key support of rivalry 
for existing organizations, and will make new contenders who 
have the ability to pull in representatives that have the basic 
aptitudes for a huge information planet. Pioneers of 
associations need to distinguish the potential chance and in 

5
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addition the key dangers that huge information speak to and 
might as well survey and after that nearby any crevice 
between their present It capacities and their information 
methodology and what is important to catch enormous 
information chances significant to their venture. They will be 
innovative and proactive in confirming which pools of 
information they can consolidate to make esteem and how to 
increase access to those pools, and in addition tending to 
security and protection issues. On the subject of protection and 
security, part of the undertaking could incorporate helping 
purchasers to comprehend what profits the utilization of 
enormous information offers, on top of the dangers. In 
parallel, organizations need to enroll and hold profound 
systematic ability and retrain their expert and administration 
ranks to end up additional information smart, making a society 
that values and rewards the utilization of huge information in 
choice making..   
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ABSTRACT 
The boundless utilization of distributed computing administrations is relied upon to build the force depleted by ICT supplies in 
distributed computing situations quickly. This paper first distinguishes the need of the joint effort around servers, the correspondence 
system and the force organize, so as to diminish the aggregate power utilization by the whole ICT gear in distributed computing 
situations. Five essential approaches for the coordinated effort are proposed and the calculation to understand every coordinated effort 
strategy is outlined. Next, this paper proposes conceivable indicating arrangements to trade data on force utilization between system 
and servers, so as to understand the proposed joint effort arrangement. At that point, keeping in mind the end goal to decrease the 
force utilization by the system, this paper proposes a strategy for assessing the volume of force utilization by all system gadgets 
essentially and appointing it to a singular client. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 
To lessen the force depleted by the system, it is important to 
measure the force devoured by all system mechanisms 
correctly and essentially. One system proposed to gauge the 
sum system power utilization from the volume of shipment of 
system mechanisms. It is important to gauge force utilization 
all the more exactly if the emanation of carbon dioxide ought 
to be ascertained from force utilization of every system client. 
Be that as it may, it is not practical to try to find carbon foot 
shaped impression for every bundle in the same way that the 
transportation framework uncovers a carbon foot shaped 
impression for every bundle. It is important to think about a 
less complex method for evaluating the force depleted by a 
singular system. Additionally, it is normal that the rate of 
force created by renewable power, for example, photovoltaic 
force era and wind force will proceed to ascent. Since the 
force produced by these characteristic means fluctuates over 
the long haul significantly, the electric force space  

(high-limit electric cells) needs to be acquainted with stabilize 
force supply. This suggests that it is fundamental later on to 
think about situations where ICT gear works under the 
condition that the sum power supply accessible is restricted. 
Therefore, it is obliged to take the limitation of the accessible 
power supply into attention.  whatever is left of this paper is 
arranged as takes after. Area 2 clarifies the framework show 
for distributed computing situations and distinguishes essential 
strategies that ought to be received for the three gatherings - 
servers, the correspondence system, and the force system - to 
team up with one another to lessen the sum power depleted by 
the whole ICT gear in distributed computing environments. 
The calculation to understand every approach is additionally 
outlined. Section 4proposes conceivable indicating 
arrangements to trade data on force utilization between system 

and servers, keeping in mind the end goal to understand the 
proposed arrangement proposes a strategy for assessing the 
volume of force utilization by all system gadgets basically and 
allocating it to an singular client, keeping in mind the end goal 
to decrease the force utilization by the system. 

II. RELATED STUDY 
 Most of conventional measures to save the power 
consumed by servers and the network have been discussed and 
implemented independently. A typical solution is to introduce 
power saving technologies to ICT devices and data centers 
[8],[9]. Proposed measures to save the power consumed by 
servers include not only introducing power saving 
technologies to them and using a virtual device concept but 
also slowing processor clocks or reducing the number of 
operating servers (turning the power of some servers off or 
putting them in sleep mode) while the total load on the servers 
is small. Power saving technologies have been also actively 
developed in the field of wireless LANs (IEEE802 wireless) 
and sensor networks [6]-[8], which are essentially driven by 
batteries. 

These technologies have been incorporated in 
wireless access procedures. As for measures to save the power 
consumed by the network, References [1]-[4] have proposed. 
Representative measures proposed include putting unused 
devices, lines or nodes in sleep mode, controlling processor 
clock frequencies, controlling the line speed (rate adaptation), 
the number of operating lines(link aggregation) or the number 
of active nodes (route aggregation). Moreover, the method to 
assign the power consumption by the network to an individual 
user had not been fully discussed.   
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III . PROPOSED SYSTEM MODEL FOR 
CLOUD COMPUTING ENVIRONMENTS 

 
Figure 1 outlines the framework show for distributed 

computing situations, in which there are various territories at 
diverse areas and every territory has an asset set of servers 
(transforming capacity), transfer speed which join the chose 
server to the customer and electric force space which give the 
ability to ICT supplies in its range. Electric force storage with 
constrained electric limit is dealt with as the force system. 
Here, the force limitation to ICT supplies, which could happen 
later on, is taken into consideration. When a solicitation 
happens, one territory is chose from around k regions, and 
obliged measures of preparing ability, bandwidth and force 
limit are synchronously dispensed in the chose territory. 
 

 
Fig .1: System model for cloud computing environments 

 
 

IV . FUNDAMENTAL POLICIES FOR REDUCING 
TOTAL POWER CONSUMPTION 

 
(a) Need of the collaboration among servers, the communication 

network and the power network 
Case 1 in Figure 2 shows an illustration in which the line 
speed is diminished to decrease the force devoured by the 
system. While the force expended by the system is lessened, 
the more level line speed increments the time it takes for 
servers to exchange information, making it likely that the 
power depleted by servers will build. This may build the 
aggregate force utilization. On the other hand, case 2 in Figure 
2 shows an illustration of decreasing the force utilization of 
servers by moderating its preparing clock. While the force 
depleted by servers diminishes, the handling time increments, 
which can thus increment the time throughout which a 
transmission capacity in the system is held, and subsequently 
the force devoured by the system increments. Hence, it is 
important to think about joined measures including servers 
and different networks(policy I ). For straightforwardness, this 
paper expects a single system. 
 
The conditions for measures to decrease power utilization by 
the server or the system to be adequate regions beneath. Let 

X1 be the sum power spared by a force utilization lessening 
measure taken for the system, and Y1 the aggregate extra 
power depleted subsequently by servers and customer 
terminals influenced by this measure. Any measure to lessen 
the force devoured by the network should be taken just 
whenx1>y1 .Similarly, let X2 be the aggregate power spared 
by a force utilization decrease measure taken for servers, and 
Y2 the sum extra power expended by the system thus. Any 
measure to diminish the force consumed by servers ought to 
be taken just whenx2> Y2. 

 
Fig .2: Examples of issues when the collaborative reduction of 

energy consumption is not implemented 
 
(b) Collaboration between servers and communication network 

 
A measure that has recently been proposed to decrease force 
utilization incorporates gathering however many servers and 
organize apparatuses as could reasonably be expected in a few 
ranges and keeping large portions of them in the slumber state 
for quite a while. Then again, if mechanisms are amassed 
autonomously, jumbles between servers and the 
correspondence system can happen, as indicated in Figure 4.  
 

 
Fig.3 : Example of collaborative reduction of total energy 

consumption 
 
(1) Therefore, the amount of servers or arrange units in the 
slumber state is decreased, or it gets difficult to furnish 
administrations in the most noticeably awful case. To dodge 
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such a circumstance, it is important to total servers and system 
mechanisms synchronously however much as could 
reasonably be expected (Policy Ii ), as indicated in Figure 4-
(2) This builds the amount of servers and system apparatuses 
that could be invested the slumber state, bringing about an 
uncommon lessening in the aggregate force utilization. 
 

V. ALGORITHM 
The possible aggregation algorithm according to Policy II is 

outlined as follows: 
<Step 1> First, we focus on processing ability. 
1) Area Xc which used the largest amount of processing 
ability and area Yc which used the least amount of processing 
ability are selected from among m1 areas. m1 is the number of 
areas which are not in sleep mode. The algorithm will be 
stopped if both Xc and Yc could not be 
selected. 
2) If all requests currently processed in area Yc could be 
migrated to area Xc (both processing ability and bandwidth 
should be migrated), area Yc will get into sleep mode. Then 
go back to 
3) Otherwise, requests will not be migrated and stop the 
algorithm. 

 
<Step 2> Then, we focus on bandwidth, assuming that the 
aggregation in step 1 is not executed. 
1) Area Xb which used the largest amount of bandwidth and 
area Yb which used the least amount of bandwidth are 
selected from among m1 areas. The algorithm will be stopped 
if both Xb and Yb could not be selected. 
2) If all requests currently processed in area Yb could be 
migrated to area Xb (both processing ability and bandwidth 
should be migrated), all requests currently processed in area 
Yb are migrated to area Xb and area Yb gets into sleep mode. 
Otherwise, requests will not be migrated and stop the 
algorithm. 

 
<Step 3> If the final number of sleep areas in step 1 is equal or 
more than that in step 2, the aggregation executed in step1 is 
adopted. Otherwise, the aggregation executed in step 2 is 
adopted. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 In order to reduce the total power consumption by 

cloud computing environments, this paper first has identified 
the need of the collaboration among servers, communication 
network and power network. Five fundamental policies for the 
collaboration and the algorithm to realize each policy has been 
outlined. Next, this paper has proposed possible signalling 
sequences to exchange information on power consumption 
between network and servers, in order to realize the proposed 
policy. Then, in order to reduce the power consumption by the 
network, this paper has proposed a method of estimating the 
volume of power consumption by all network devices simply 
and assigning it to an individual user. In the future, it is 
necessary to study the detailed algorithm for realizing each 
collaboration policy and to clarify the effectiveness of each 
policy on reducing total power consumption. It is also 

necessary to study the optimal location of control functions for 
the signalling sequences to exchange information on power 
consumption  
between network and servers. As for the estimation of network 
power consumption, the impacts of imbalance between the 
volumes of upstream and downstream traffic, multipoint 
connections and cases where multiple networks are involved, 
are required to be studied..   
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ABSTRACT 
Circuit training is a form of conditioning combining resistance training and high-intensity aerobics. It is designed to be easy to follow 
and target strength building as well as muscular endurance. An exercise "circuit" is one completion of all prescribed exercises in the 
program. When one circuit is complete, one begins the first exercise again for another circuit.  Circuit training is an arrangement of 
exercises that requires the athlete to spend some time completing each exercise before moving on. It is an excellent way to improve 
mobility and, at the same time, build strength and stamina. The purpose of the present study was to analyze the influence of interval 
training, circuit training and combined training on selected skill related physical fitness variables and performance variables among 
High School football players. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Soccer requires peak physical conditioning of its players to be 
played at the highest level. The only way to achieve this level 
of conditioning is training specifically for soccer and the 
amount of running done in a match. The benefits of this 
training vary from better performance on the pitch (soccer 
field) for longer amounts of time to a decreased chance of 
injury or cramping before, during and after a match. Also, the 
better conditioned a player is, the more likely he is to perform 
with the same amount of skill necessary when passing, 
dribbling and shooting at the end of the game as the 
beginning.  Interval training is a type of physical training that 
involves bursts of high-intensity work interspersed with 
periods of low-intensity work. The high-intensity periods are 
typically at or close to near-maximum exertion, while the 
recovery periods may involve either complete rest or activity 
of lower intensity. Interval training provides benefits to any 
healthy person such as improving fitness, health, speed and  
stamina; it’s a very demanding type of activity and certainly 
not one you would want to fly into without adequate 
preparation. 

A well designed and well supervised interval, circuit and 
combined training programmes will be beneficial to the High 
School football players. The aim of the present study is to 
contribute to the training methods, which are listed below:  

1. The ultimate aim of research in physical education is to help 
the physical education and sports professionals to train their 
sports persons based on the new concepts in improving their 
performances.   

2. The study would add knowledge in the area of interval, 
circuit and combined training. 

3. The results of the study may provide the standards of the 
football players in various selected physical fitness and 
performance parameters. 

4. The conclusions of this study will pave a way to train 
football players with interval, circuit and combined training.  

5. This study might motivate other professionals and scholars 
to take up similar studies. 

II. METHODOLOGY 
 For the present study, 60 football players studying in 
the Malla Reddy group of Engineering colleges Hyderabad 
Districts of Andhra Pradesh were randomly selected as 
subjects during the academic year 2013-2014. The selected 
subjects were divided into three experimental groups and a 
control group with fifteen subjects (n=15) in each group. 
Experimental group I (ITG=15) underwent interval training, 
Group II (CTG=15) underwent circuit training, Group III 
(COMG=15) underwent combined training and Group IV 
served as control group (CG=15). All subjects were informed 
about the nature of the study and their consent was obtained to 
co-operate till the end of the experiment and testing period. 
Pilot study groups and experimental groups (namely, ITG, 
CTG and COMG) were trained-up in which three modes of 
training were given independently with separate subjects in 
each group. The subjects were free to withdraw their consent 
in case they felt any discomfort during the period of their 
participation, but there were no  

dropouts. A qualified physician examined the subjects 
medically and declared them fit for the study. The variables 
were selected after considering the feasibility and availability 
of proper techniques and instruments. In this experimental 
study, three experimental (IGT, CTG, and COMG) groups 
with different loads of training were given while one group 
was kept as control group to assess the difference.   
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Table.1 : Dependent Variables 

 

The following training methods were selected as independent 
variables. 

1. Interval training 

2. Circuit training  

3. Combined interval and circuit training. 

 
Table.2 : Independent Variables 

III . DATA ANALYSIS & EXPERIMENTAL 
DESIGN 

 
During the training period, the experimental groups 

underwent their respective training programmes three days per 
week on alternate days for twelve weeks in addition to their 
regular physical education activities. Experimental Group I 
(ITG) underwent interval training and Group II (CTG) 
underwent circuit training and group III (COMG) underwent 
combination of interval and circuit training. Before the 
commencement of the experimentation and at the middle of 
the training period (after fifth week), the investigator recorded 
the target heart rate for interval training, 1RM tests for circuit 
and target heart rate and 1RM for combined training subjects. 

The data on selected dependent variables for pre-tests and 
post-tests were collected two days before and after the training 
programme respectively. On the first day speed, agility, 
balance, co-ordination and explosive power were tested 
whereas cardio respiratory endurance, kicking, passing and 
dribbling were tested on the second day. 

The experimental design used for this study was pre-test 
and post-test random group design involving sixty subjects, 
who were divided at random into four groups of fifteen each. 
This study consisted of three experimental groups. Group I 
underwent interval training and Group II underwent circuit 
training and Group III underwent combined training, and 
Group IV acted as control group. All the subjects were tested 
prior to and after the experimentation on physical fitness and 
performance parameters. 
The data collected from the four groups before and after the 
experimental period were statistically examined for significant 
improvement by using analysis of covariance. Whenever the 
'F' ratio for adjusted post-test was found to be significant, 
Scheffe’s test was used as post-hoc test to determine which of 
the paired means differed significantly. In all cases the 
criterion for statistical significance was set at 0.05 level of 
confidence (P<0.05). 
 

IV. RESULTS 
The results of the study revealed that there existed 

significant difference among the football players of 
experimental groups such as interval training, circuit training 
and combined interval and circuit training and control group 
on physical fitness variables such as speed, agility, explosive 
power, balance, coordination and cardio respiratory endurance 
and performance variables such as dribbling, kicking and 
passing. It is found that the experimental groups performed 
better on physical fitness variables such as speed, agility, 
explosive power, balance, coordination and cardio respiratory 
endurance and performance variables such as dribbling, 
kicking and passing than the control group. This might be due 
to the effect of specified training given to the experimental 
groups. When compared with interval training and circuit 
training group, circuit training group performed better on 
physical fitness variables such as speed, agility, explosive 
power, balance, and coordination and performance variables 
such as  

kicking and passing than that of interval training group.  
When compared with interval training and circuit training 
group, interval training group performed better on physical 
fitness variable cardio respiratory endurance and performance 
variable dribbling than that of circuit training group. Further, 
the analysis of the study revealed that the football players of 
combined interval and circuit training group performed better 
on physical fitness variables such as speed, agility, explosive 
power, balance, coordination and cardio respiratory endurance 
and performance variables such as dribbling, kicking and 
passing than the football players of interval training, circuit 
training groups and control group. 
 

CONCLUSION 
From the results of the present research work, the following 

conclusions were drawn. There was significant difference 
among the football players of experimental groups such as 
interval training, circuit training and combined interval and 
circuit training groups and control group on physical fitness 
variables such as speed, agility, explosive power, balance, 
coordination and cardio respiratory endurance and 
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performance variables such as dribbling, kicking and passing. 
The result of the present study showed that the interval 
training, circuit training and combined interval and circuit 
training groups performed better on physical fitness variables 
such as speed, agility, explosive power, balance, coordination 
and cardio respiratory endurance and performance variables 
such as dribbling, kicking and passing than the control group. 
This might be due to the effect of specified training (interval 
training, circuit training and combined interval and circuit 
training) were given to the experimental groups. Further,  
this study also revealed that the football players of combined 
interval and circuit training group performed better on 
physical fitness variables such as speed, agility, explosive 
power, balance, coordination and cardio respiratory endurance 
and performance variables such as dribbling, kicking and 
passing than the football players of interval training, circuit 
training groups and control group. When compared interval 
training with circuit training group, the football players of 
circuit training group performed better on physical fitness 
variables such as speed, agility, explosive power, balance, and 
coordination and performance variables such as kicking and 
passing than that of interval training group, and the football 
players of interval training group performed better on physical 
fitness variable cardio respiratory endurance and performance 
variable dribbling than that of circuit training group.   
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ABSTRACT 
Digital Beam Position Monitor (DBPM) framework is one of the most imperative bar symptomatic instruments by and large utilized 
within present day quickening agents. The execution of DBPM is basically given by its advanced sign handling  calculation. With a 
specific end goal to discover an improved answer for our new DBPM framework, two calculations have been outlined what's more 
actualized on a business FPGA based DAQ module (Ics1554) to recover the turn-by-turn (TBT)  information. The predominant 
calculation is dependent upon recurrence blending,  also the second one on discrete Fourier convert (DFT).  Research facility tests 
demonstrate that the standard deviation of  measured positions might be superior to 1μm at 5 dbm with  data sign stronger than 5 dbm 
for both calculations. Also  on-line assessment demonstrates that true bar movement could be  watched rightly utilizing either 
calculation. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

DBPM system has been widely used on accelerators around 
the world. The DBPM our storage ring uses undersampling 
technique to sample the signals from four beam electrodes 
with four ADCs at the rate of 117.2799MHz, which is 169 
times the storage ring revolution frequency. The 
undersampling results are four channel signals at 30.5344MHz 
(499.654 4×117.2799), mirrored from the 9th Nyquist zone. 
By taking digital down converters (DDCs) and a series of 
filters (such as CICs and FIRs) and decimations, TBT rate data 
(about 694KHz) and lower frequency data (such as the 10KHz 
rate FA and the 10Hz rate SA data) can be obtained [1]. 
Unlike the early BPMs, present DBPM is much more 
compact. Take Libera Brilliance for example, its functional 
block is displayed as shown in Figure.1. The conditioning and 
sampling of the signal are implemented on an analog board, 
and the digital signal processing in FPGA.     

 
Fig.1 : Libera Brilliance Block diagram 

This paper will discuss the designations and implementation 
of the digital signal processing algorithm, which determines 
the performance of the DBPM. A novel algorithm, which is 
based on the 169 points DFT has been developed on FPGA 
except for traditional processing algorithm. The hardware 
ICS-1554A-002(GE Corp.) is a PMC signal processing board 

containing four 160 MHz 16-bits ADCs (Linear Technology 
LTC2209), a Xilinx Virtex-5 SX95T, and two FIFOs [2]. 
Tests have been carried out on signal generator and the storage 
ring to evaluate their performances. 

II. ANALYSIS & DESIGNING 

The core of the BPM algorithm is DDC, which converts a 
digitized real signal from IF to base banded. Two kinds of 
DDCs have been designed here to implement the down 
conversion function. 

The Traditional Algorithm 

Traditional mixing based DDC architecture is shown in 
Figure.2. It consists of the following subcomponents: a direct 
digital synthesizer (DDS), two multipliers, two low-pass filters 
(LPF), two down samplers and a rectangular to polar (R2P) 
transformer. 

 
Fig.2 :  DDC Architecture 

 The quality of DDS affects the DDC output spectra in two 
aspects. Firstly, the difference between the input signal central 
frequency and the DDS generated sinusoid signal frequency 
would introduce noise. Secondly, the noise caused by both the 
phase and amplitude quantization of the frequency synthesis 
process affects the noise floor of the DDC. In this paper, the 5 
stage CIC decimation filter (13 times decimation) and FIR 
decimation filter (13 times decimation) are applied to change 
the sample rate to the revolution. 
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The Innovative Algorithm 

It is known that the resolution of 169 points DFT is 4π/169, 
which equals the rate of revolution. So, the central spectra 
peak contains 4π/169 bandwidth signal information around 
central frequency with 1/2 revolution bandwidth on each side. 
By extracting the maximum amplitude value in each 169 
points DFT, the signal can be down converted to the baseband. 
Then 169 points moving-average filter will be used in the next 
stage to filter out the high frequency signal. The diagram of 
this algorithm is showed in Figure.3. Figure.4 shows the signal 
spectra after the extraction. The input signal comes from 
SSRF storage ring, which is in partial filling mode. It shows 
that the signal has been converted down to the baseband 
successfully. 

 
Fig.3 : DTF Based Algorithms Block Diagram 

 

 
Fig.4 : Spectra of extracted signal 

This algorithm has the advantage of simple architecture. The 
signal can be converted down the baseband without spectra 
being shifted. DDS and multipliers are not required. But the 
complexity and the massive requirement of resources of the 
169 points full speed DFT are challenging. 

 

III. IMPLEMENTATION  

Figure.5 shows the block diagram of the pruned 169 points 
DFT, which is based on Cooley-Tukey algorithm and outputs 
X44. It consists of three stages. The first stage includes 13 
blocks of 13 DFT; the second stage is to multiply the outputs 
from the previous stage with a corresponding Twiddle Factor; 
the third stage is to get the summation of the 13 values. 
Figure.6  is the detailed flow graph of the 13 DFTs in 
Figure.5. This algorithm costs massive resources and only two 
DDC channels (A and C) can be implemented in the FPGA. 

 
Fig.5 : Block diagram for the calculation of X44 

 
Fig.6 : flow graph of the pruned 13 DFT 

 
 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

Algorithm tests have been carried out on both SSRF storage 
ring and signal generator. Output data were sampled from A 
and C channels. The module worked with fixed gain. In signal 
generator test, four input signals split by a 4-way power 
splitter were fed into ICS-1554A- 002. Input signal power 
ranged from -80 dBm to 15 dBm. Figure.7 shows 
corresponding position RMS value. It indicates that the 
resolutions of both algorithms are better than 1μm when input 
signal is stronger than 5dBm. The DFT based algorithm still 
shows better performance just as the simulation indicated. On-
line test is carried out on the storage ring of SSRF with 500 
bunches filled beam during injection operation. Front end 
board is set in fixed attenuation. The beam signal is from the 
spare probe of cell 16 (16BPM8). Figure.8 shows the spectra 
of channel A. Beam energy oscillation, horizontal betatron 
oscillation and vertical betatron oscillation have been 
monitored correctly using on-line Libera Brilliance as 
reference. At the same time,  noise can be observed in mixing 
based algorithm. The noise is introduced by the difference of 
central frequency between DDS and storage ring signal. This 
difference leads to worse performance of the mixing based 
algorithm. 
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Fig.7 : Standard deviation of the laboratory test  

 

 
Fig.8 : Spectra of channel A output 

 
CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have planned and actualized two BPM sign 
transforming calculations. The first is based on blending, and 
the second one is dependent upon DFT. Research centre tests 
show that the resolutions of both calculations are superior to 
1μm when info indicator is stronger than 5dbm. Genuine bar 
movement could be screened accurately by utilizing either 
calculation. Be that as it may, the 169- focuses DFT based 
calculation shows better execution than the blending based 
one. In any case just two channels are accessible as a result of 
the enormous prerequisite of assets for the DFT calculations, 
while the blending based calculation can meet the four directs 
necessity in DBPM, whose execution might be enhanced by 
supplying more exact DDS. 
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ABSTRACT 
Cloud-based outsourced space soothes the customer's load for space administration and conservation by giving a proportionally 
versatile, minimal effort, area autonomous stage. Customers generally won't have physical control of information demonstrates that 
they are confronting a conceivably unnerving hazard for missing or defiled information. To avoid the security dangers, review 
administrations are critical to verify that the respectability and accessibility of outsourced information. Provable information 
ownership (PDP), which is a cryptographic strategy for checking the trustworthiness of information without recovering it at an un 
trusted server, might be utilized to distinguish review administrations. In this we presented the development of a decently arranged 
review administration for information uprightness in mists. Benefitting from the commonplace intelligent check framework, we 
anticipated an intuitive review method to actualize the review administration dependent upon an alternate gathering reviewer. In this 
review examination, the unbiased gathering reviewer can concern an intermittent confirmation to check the change of outsourced 
information by furnishing an advanced to-do record. To comprehend the review model, we just need to protect the security of the 
alternate gathering examiner and form an inadequate daemon to execute the check convention. We present a proficient system for 
selecting an optimal parameter esteem to minimize computational consumption of cloud review administrations. Our comes about 
show the adequacy of our approach. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Playing In present days, the best in class distributed 
computing model is quickly ahead of time constrain as an 
eccentric to universal data engineering. Distributed computing 
make accessible a versatility environment for rising measures 
of information and methodologies that chip away at an 
assortment of administrations and requisitions by method of 
on-request self-administrations. One major part of this model 
moving is that information are, no doubt unified and 
outsourced into mists. This classification of outsourced space 
administrations in mists have end up being another benefit 
development focus by given that a similarly ease, versatile, 
area free arrangement for overseeing customers' information  

 

Fig.1: Structure for Cloud Storage 

The distributed storage administration (CSS) mitigates the 
load of support and space administration. Be that as it may, if 
such a critical administration is frail to ambushes or 
disappointments, it might take lasting misfortunes to clients 
since their information or records are archived into an unsure 
space pool outside  the endeavours. 

These security dangers move about toward from the 
accompanying explanations: the cloud frameworks are a great 
deal more definitive and dependable than individualized 
computing apparatuses. In the event that they are still 
vulnerable to security dangers both from inside and outside the 
cloud for the profits of their control, there exist different 
inspirations for cloud administration suppliers (CSP) to carry 
on dishonestly around the cloud clients also, the question 
rarely experiences the absence of trust on cloud administration 
supplier. Therefore, their conducts may not be known by the 
cloud clients. Accordingly, it is important for cloud 
administration suppliers to offer an adaptable review 
administration to check the honesty and openness of the saved 
information. While Cloud Computing makes these favorable 
circumstances more engaging than at any time in the past, it 
additionally carries new testing security dangers towards 
clients' outsourced information. Since cloud administration 
supplier is partitioned regulatory units, information 
outsourcing is really leaving client's control over the fate of 
their information. The effectiveness of the information in the 
cloud is constantly put at hazard because of the resulting 
explanations. As a matter of first importance, in spite of the 
fact that the frameworks underneath the cloud are significantly 

CLOUD COMPUTING: ANALYZING DATA 
INTEGRITY BY OUTSOURCING DYNAMIC AUDIT 

SERVICE 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Audit, Cloud, Data, 
Outsourcing 
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more compelling and solid than private figuring mechanisms, 
they are quiet confronting the expansive go of both inner and 
outside dangers for information respectability. Accepted 
cryptographic innovations for information respectability and 
openness, built hash capacities and with respect to mark plans 
can't take on the outsourced information failing to offer a 
nearby duplicate of information. In collection, it is not a 
sensible answer for information approval by downloading 
them because of the select transaction, particularly for 
extensive size documents. In addition, the answers for review 
the accuracy of the information in a cloud environment might 
be imposing and unmanageable for the cloud clients. Hence, it 
is discriminating to distinguish open review capacity for 
Cloud Storage Service, so information holders may solution 
for an unbiased gathering inspector (TPA), who has capability 
and abilities that a regular client does not have, for every once 
in a while inspecting the outsourced information. This review 
administration is broadly huge for advanced crime scene 
investigation and information affirmation in cloud. 

II. ARCHITECTURE ANALYSIS 
The review framework building design for outsourced 
information in mists in which can work in a review 
administration outsourcing approach. In this structural 
engineering, we ponder an information space administration 
holding four substances: 

 

 

Fig.2: System Architecture 

The information which the information possessor needs to 
store in cloud first achieves the sanctioned requisition which 
will make advanced mark and sends the information to the 
distributed storage. In the event that the client needs to check 
information means the confirmation ask for ought to be send 
to alternate gathering reviewer (TPA), the TPA will recover 
the advanced signature from the database and will send the 
check ask for to the administration server. The administration 
server thusly will produce the computerized signature for the 
information saved in the cloud and it will send just that 
advanced signature in place of the entire information to the 
TPA. The TPA will decode the advanced mark and analyzes 
the message process for checking rightness of information.  

This building design is reputed to be the review administration 
outsourcing because of information uprightness confirmation 
could be executed by Third Party Auditor without help of 
information manager. Construction modeling holds the 
information possessor and conceded customers need to 
alterably communicate with cloud administration supplier to 
gain entrance to or upgrade their information for different 
provision purposes. Then again, we none, of these expect that 
cloud administration supplier is trust to surety the security of 
saved information, or assume that the information possessor 
has the ability to gather the confirmations of cloud 
administration supplier's blame after failures happen. 
Consequently, alternate gathering examiner, as a believe 
unbiased gathering (TTP), is utilized to guarantee the space 
security of their outsourced information. We expect the 
unbiased gathering evaluator is dependable and autonomous, 
and along these lines has no support to join together with 
either the cloud administration supplier or the customers 
throughout the inspecting process: 

• TPA must be able to make regular check on the integrity and 
availability of these delegated data at appropriate intervals; 

• TPA must be able to take the evidences for the disputes 
about the inconsistency of data in terms of authentic records 
for all data operations. 

a) Data owner (DO): who has data files to be stored in the 
cloud and relies on the cloud for data maintenance, can be an 
individual customer or an organization. 

b) Cloud Storage Service Provider (CSP): who provides data 
storage service and has enough storage space to maintain 
client’s data. 

c) Third Party Auditor (TPA): a trusted person who manage or 
monitor outsourced data under request of the data owner. 

d) Authorized Application (AA): who have the right to access 
and manipulate stored data. 

III . CONCEPT & EXPERIEMENTAL DESIGN 
 
In this segment, we propose a cryptographic intuitive review 
plan to backing our review framework in mists. This plan is 
built on the standard model of intuitive confirmation 
framework, which can guarantee the privacy of mystery 
information (zero-learning property) and un decidability of 
invalid tags (soundness property). 
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Fig.3: Audit Service Flowchart 

 
 

IV. DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 
 
To commission the viability of our approach, we have 
actualized a model of a review framework dependent upon our 
proposed result. This framework have been produced in a test 
distributed computing nature, which is built inside the system 
of the IaaS to furnish capable virtualization, disseminated 
space, and mechanized management. 
 

 
Fig.5: Results 

 

 
Fig.4: Interactive Audit Protocol 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
Distributed computing discharges the universe of figuring to a 
more extensive extend of employments and builds the 
simplicity of use by giving access through any sort of web 
association. In spite of the fact that no sweat of use likewise 
come weaknesses. Protection security is a key issue for 
distributed storage and is to be recognized exceptionally 
paramount. To guarantee that the dangers of protection have 
been alleviated an assortment of strategies that may be utilized 
within request to attain security. This paper has tended to 
some protection methodologies for conquering the issues in 
security on un trusted information archives in distributed 
computing. Classifications the procedures in the writing as 
encryption based strategies, access control based instruments, 
question uprightness/  decisive word hunt plans, and review 
capability plans. The work is giving a productive privacy 
preserving space contrasted with different lives up to 
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expectations. In spite of the fact that there are numerous 
methodologies in the literary works for alleviating the 
concerns in security, no approach is completely modern to 
give a protection safeguarding space that conquers the various 
protection concerns. In this way to manage the concerns of 
protection, we have to advance privacy–preserving structure 
that beats the stresses in security and urge clients to receive 
distributed storage administrations more confidently. 
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ABSTRACT 
The universe of information figuring is getting bigger and unpredictable step by step. Could processing is the most mainstream model 
for supporting expansive and unpredictable information. Associations are moving to distributed computing for getting profit of its cost 
lessening and versatility characteristics. However distributed computing has potential risks and vulnerabilities. One of significant leap 
in moving to distributed computing is its security and protection concerns. As in distributed computing environment information is out 
of client ownership this prompts incredible danger of information uprightness, information privacy and information weakness and so 
on. Various security models have been created to adapt to these security dangers. Our research points at exploring security models that 
were produced for securing information throughout entire lifecycle of distributed computing. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The universe of processing has getting bigger and perplexing 
step by step. Could figuring is most prevalent model for 
supporting vast and intricate information. Associations are 
moving to distributed computing for getting profit of its cost 
lessening and versatility characteristics. Yet distributed 
computing have potential impediments and dangers. One of 
the real leaps in moving to distributed computing is its 
security and protection concerns.  

 

Fig.1: Concept of Cloud Computing 

 

As in distributed computing environment information is out of 
client ownership this expands the danger of information 
honesty, information secrecy and so on. To decrease these 
dangers specialists have purposed numerous security models. 
In our research we will examine security models that were 
created for securing information throughout entire lifecycle of 
cloud computing. the information life cycle is isolated into 

seven stages that are Data era , information exchange , utilize , 
impart , space , archival and pulverization (Chen e Zhao, 
2012).in progressing segment we will present diverse security 
models purposed for distinctive security dangers. 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 
Distributed computing gathers all the processing assets and 
oversees them immediately through programming. The 
authentic information and present information are combined to 
make the gathered data more faultless. Along  these  lines 
distributed computing gives more canny administration to the 
clients. The clients are not fretted over how to purchase a 
server or result. Rather they can purchase the processing assets 
on the web as per their need. However distributed computing 
rise as guaranteeing innovation with a specific end goal to 
furnish the administrations remotely. At the same time there 
are numerous security issues in distributed computing. Case in 
point in February, 2010, the Amazon system have 
administration, S3 (Simple Storage Service) was broken down 
for 4 hours. This made individuals consider the security of 
distributed computing once more. Since Amazon furnishes S3, 
it has pulled in a considerable measure of business visionary 
on Web 2.0 put their site on the server farm of Amazon to 
spare a substantial fittings speculation (Zhang et al., 2010). So 
the administration of distributed computing is not stable and 
conceivable. 

Security is still a significant concern in distributed computing 
and one of the explanation for why that is the reason 
distributed computing is still not conceded by the clients. To 
enhance security of cloud numerous models have been 
purposed. Client might want to know which security plan they 
might as well execute for securing our information. 
Correlation of these security plans have likewise been carried 
out by numerous analysts, for example, Farzad Sabahi 
examine numerous security issues to distributed computing 

REVIEW : CLOUD COMPUTING DATA SECURITY 
MODELS 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Cloud, Security, Models, 
Data 
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against these issues. (Sabahi, 2011) . In this segment we will 
present diverse security models which were purposed by 
distinctive scientists. We will additionally tell about every 
security model that in which layer it meets expectations. 

III . CONCEPT & DATA SECURITY MODELS 
OF CLOUD 

 
A. Private Virtual Infrastructure (PVI): 
This model is proposed by F.John Krothein .(Author 
Guidelines for 8 - krautheim.pdf, 2013) In this model he 
addresses risks associated with data. As in cloud computing 
data is out of control of organization so privacy and security of 
data is the major concern of the organizations. PVI ensures 
security of data while transferring data from client to service 
provider and vice versa. Main purpose of PVI is to secure data 
during its transfer stage. In this purposed architecture data 
security is ensured with the help of two layers:  
 
PVI layer:  
Data centre of PVI is controlled by information owner. Each 
client is responsible of security of data through firewall, 
intrusion detection system and other monitoring and logging 
system to ensure that data is confidential.  
 
Cloud fabric layer:  
Cloud data centre or fabrics are controlled by cloud service 
provider. This layer is responsible of maintaining physical and 
logical security of data. They ensure the security through 
security tools.  
 
Another tool Locator Botprovider is also used Locator 
Botprovider provides details of all activities by monitoring the 
cloud security. He claims that locator Botprovider will also 
ensure security during destruction stage of data. This 
architecture is general and does not restrict itself to any 
specific XaaS (IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS) service. It is a suggested 
architecture and there is no implementation detail provided. 

 
 

B. Privacy-preservation public Auditing: 
This model is purposed by Cong-wang et...al. (Wang et al., 
2010)This architecture is suggested typically for securing data 
of cloud during storage stage. In prototype of this model he 
takes three entities 1) cloud user 2) cloud server 3) cloud 
service provider. 

 
 

C. Cloud data storage security scheme: 
This scheme is developed by Syed Azahad and Mr.Srinivas 
Rao(Azhad e Rao). In this scheme their main focus is on data 
storage security. This scheme is developed with SaaS in mind. 
This scheme addresses the correctness of data in the cloud 
environment. In this scheme they use homomorphic token 
with distributed verification. They claim to achieve integration 
of correctness of storage data and error localization of data. 
They also give security analysis and the results of their 
analysis with the help of graphs. 

 
 

D. Hypbrex (Hybrid Execution) model: 
Steven.Y.Ko et.al purposed that model (Ko, Jeon e Morales, 
2011). The HybrEx model provides a seamless way for an 
organization to utilize their own infrastructure for sensitive, 
private data and computation, while integrating public clouds 
for no sensitive, public data and computation. In this paper the 
purposed model Hybprex is also implemented in a specific 
environment called Mapreduce. Mapreduce is a programming 
model used to execute large dataset with parallel algorithm. 

 
E.Airavat : 
Indraji roy et al purposed that model for security and privacy 
for Mapreduce .(Untitled - roy.pdf, 2013) Mapreduce is a 
programming model used to execute large dataset with parallel 
algorithm. Airavat guarantees to bound information leakage 
from any individual data that is computed over Mapreduce. 

 
 

F. Integrated conceptual digital forensic framework 
This paper is written by Ben Martenie (An integrated 
conceptual digital forensic framework for cloud computing - 
r_6_130217100243.pdf, 2013) . In this paper he integrates two 
framework of digital forensics. These two frameworks are 
McKemmish (1999) and NIST (Kent et al., 2006) . This 
framework is analyzed with help of survey and questioner. 
These frameworks are work for data security in data transfer 
stage. 

 
 
G. Insider Threat remedies: 
William R.ClayComb discussed a series of security threats 
which are associated to cloud computing in general and data 
security in specific. A general data security threat is insider 
threat.(Claycomb e Nicoll, 2012) Insider threat is commonly 
known as “Rouge Administrator” threat. According to 
definition of CERT insider threat is “current or former 
employee, contractor, or other business partner who has or had 
authorized access to an organizations network, system or data 
and intentionally exceeded or misused that access in a manner 
that negatively affected the confidentiality, integrity, or 
availability of the organizations information or information 
systems.” 
 
H. POR and PDP: 
Jeff White Worth discussed two issue of SaaS storage model 
(Proving-Retrievability-and-Possession-within-the-Cloud-
Storage-Model.pdf, 2013). 
 
1) POR (Prove of Retrievability ) 
First issue is Prove of Irretrievability. This means that user 
should have any proof that data stored on Cloud storage 
device can be retrieved without any error or loss, when 
needed. Solution provided for POR is to use hash function on 
data. So data is sent in encrypted state. When original data 
owner or proven wants to retrieve data from cloud service 
provider or verifier he can ensure that data which are retrieved 
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are same as sent for storing . 
 
2) Provable data possession (PDP) 
Refers to the ability of a client to verify that data stored with a 
server still possesses the data without retrieving it. The 
building block of the proposed PDP scheme utilizes 
Homomorphic Verifiable Tags (HVTs) that are, in the most 
basic concept, metadata stored with the file that provides 
unforgeable data tags used for verification. These building 
blocks are utilized in the four main polynomial-time 
algorithms used in the PDP scheme: KeyGen, TagBlock, 
GenProof and CheckProof. The first two algorithms are used 
in the scheme setup to produce public and secret keys as well 
as HVTs. GenProof is used by the server to generate a proof in 
response to the challenge sent by the client and CheckProof is 
used by the client to verify the proof generated by the server. 

 
 

I. Transparent Table encryption Technique: 
Ms. Ankita Parkash et al purposed an oracle storage based 
technique for ensuring data security in cloud computing 
(Baheti e Patil, 2013). This technique ensures the reliability of 
data that is stored in cloud environment. In this approach they 
purposed a novel approach of storing data. As user data is 
stored on any particular cloud so we divide that particular 
cloud into four groups or region R0, R1, R3 and R3. When 
user stores his file on cloud his file is partitioned in four parts. 
A segment file is maintained for each file. Here Base 
represents the starting address of segment in memory. The 
bound represents end address of the segment. Rw field 
represents read and write access of that segment. This all work 
will be done on cloud administrator side. Cloud administrator 
encrypts entries of segment table. When user wants to retrieve 
their data cloud administrator will decrypt that segment table 
entries and with the help of base and bound address gets user 
data and sends it to the user. So in this way user data can be 
secured in cloud environment. This technique also addresses 
security threats at data storage stage. 
 

CONCLUSION 
In this research we dissected diverse security models that were 
purposed for distinctive phases of information in distributed 
computing. It introduces a far reaching write about distinctive 
security models which has been purposed in this way. For 
securing information on diverse phases of information 
lifecycle distinctive security models could be executed inside 
alternate points of view. Classifiedness is a gigantic concern 
of information security. To guarantee clients secrecy Hypbrex 
model could be executed as it is created by taking 
classifiedness at the top of the priority list particularly. While 
in nature's turf where data spillage is more essential Airavat is 
the most effectively suit. Provided that information will store 
for long time their Proof of dependability and evidence of 
information ownership is extremely critical. So model of OR 
and PDP plan introduced is most fittingly suited in situation 
where information will store for quite a while. Unwavering 
quality of archived information is extremely paramount for 
client. Transport Table Encryption Scheme is most efficiently 

suited for guaranteeing dependability of information. 
Distributed computing security plan might be utilized where 
joining and effectiveness of information is essential. Exchange 
of information throughout customer to server could be secured 
utilizing PVI model.. 
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ABSTRACT 
variety on inverter exchanging states is receptive and intended for three-level inverter. In this paper for once  more to-back framework 
by incorporating five-level diode cinched topologies we are proposing a novel Dc connection adjusting strategy. The calculation 
which we proposed here is  the change of variable exchanging recurrence control approach which was formerly presented by method 
of three level over to-back framework which relies on upon computations of neighboring capacitor voltages which concentrates on 
three-level Dc interface system to distinguish the data about potential variety in back to back hubs. According to the above proposal, 
every one of the four capacitors in Dc join system are successfully equalizing the voltage. Because of streamlining of exchanging 
misfortunes the proposed technique has focal points over the variable exchanging recurrence. Watchword: Multi level Inverter voltage 
offset. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
Later day’s medium voltage and high force requisitions are 
utilizing multilevel inverters which pulled in much as 
contrasted with past inverters. In this paper we utilized the 
most great around different multilevel designs called unbiased 
focus cinched (NPC) inverter otherwise  called Three-level 
diode-braced inverter. Impacts of unbiased focus voltage 
unbalance and its different equalization control techniques are 
portrayed extravagantly [1]. Aggravation over voltage or 
under voltage excursions are for the most part brought on 
because of expansion in regenerative burden which happens 
when there is overemphasize on capacitors by Unbalanced Dc-
Link. For which an animated front-close on top of composed 
control from lattice close and stack end to Dc-Link equalizing 
control [1]. We dissect transient and consistent state condition 
for the impact of capacitor voltage unbalance.  

To lessen the yield waveforms to two-level from typical three 
level even under the least favorable conditions case we 
unbalance one capacity by completely charging to full Dc- 
Link Voltage which brings about exchanging mechanisms and 
capacitors. We broadly investigated numerous framework 
parameters of three-level NPC inverter like quality of 
capacitance of capacitor, adjustment record, load force 
component and stack present by the impact of zero grouping 
voltage on the impartial focus variety and the reliance of Dc-
connection voltage. The excess exchanging states are viably 
utilized for unbiased focus equalizing plans to braced inverters 
of the three-level impartial focus. Set up of impartial focus 
voltage unbalance the excess exchanging states are utilized 
then again to the aggregate unbalance in one exchanging cycle 
to zero [4-5]. Exhaustive examination of space vectors, beat 
design course of action with division of center locales for 
unbiased focus parity, NPC inverter, abides timings and even 

consonant disposal plan were tended to [5]. By successful use 
of appropriation of the repetitive voltage vectors and stage 
current extremity we can accomplish impartial focus voltage 
control. By looking after normal current drawn from unbiased 
indicate the base we propose a control methodology [6-7]. 
Hysteresis control for Dc-join variety control and regular 
mode voltage disposal in an open closure winding instigation 
engine nourished from two three-level inverters from either 
side is researched [8]. Proposal for Hysteresis control for Dc-
join variety control and normal mode voltage end in an open 
close winding actuation engine sustained from two three-level 
inverters from either side is examined from impartial focus 
control with charge equalization and scientific demonstrating 
[9]. Ann based impartial focus self-voltage equalizing SVM 
with beat design course of action is examined for NPC 
inverter. It requires additional exchanging when reference 
vector changes part. [10]. In this paper we dispensed with the 
issue of necessity of additional exchanging at area changeover 
and accepted tentatively on numerical displaying and re-
enactment comes about [11]. which we proposed in the paper 
uses excess exchanging states which have inverse impacts on 
Dc-Link capacitor voltage for the innovator voltage vector 
which surely have unbalancing impact on the capacitor 
voltages. So the use of excess exchanging states conquers the 
need for extra fittings for the capacitor voltage adjusting by 
not influencing the abide timing space vector over exchanging 
phase. 

By acknowledging unbiased focus voltage for different tweak 
record (Mi) and Dc-join voltages, inverter yield voltage, 
Current THD the execution of different SVM routines are 
executed. By acknowledging multi-level diode clasped 
topology the issue of capacitor awkwardness could be 
determined in two ways ; 
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Fig.1 :  inverter of Multi level 

first path by four full-wave span rectifier and by giving 
specific voltage level from a confined winding transformer 
with info Ac-side interconnected primary[1]; second path with 
a back-finish multi-level Dc-Ac converter to over to-back 
association of a front-end Ac-Dc multi-level converter. Where 
the first way is exceptionally not conceivable as size-wise and 
expense savvy and the second way is truly suitable since [3] 
with the back-close animated rectifier interfaced to a 
consistent frequency/voltage enter of the utility [4] or variable 
frequency/voltage include of the generator [5]. In all the three 
stages the front-end produces a voltage source inverter which 
is symmetrically and lopsidedly operable where as the back-
finish enhances the animated rectifier with force consider 
remedy on an information Ac-Side which achieves the utility 
criteria of consonant change. 

 

II. MULTILEVEL INVERTER TYPE OF 
FLYING - CAPACITOR 

The topology was initially proposed by Meynard and Foch 
[14, 15, and 16]. The fundamental structural square outline of 
a stage leg capacitor-clasped inverter as indicated in Fig.2 
where the circuit can likewise be called as flying capacitor 
inverter [1], [9], [10] which furnishes a five-level yield over 
An and N which has set of autonomous capacitors clipping the 
apparatus voltage to one capacitor voltage level. As contrasted 
with diode cinched converter the three-level capacitor braced 
converter has more adaptability at voltage amalgamation. 
Acknowledging Fig.2 the voltage of the five-level stage leg a 
yield as for the unbiased focus n, VAN, might be incorporated 
by the accompanying switch combination. 

 
Fig.2 : Multilevel inverter of type Three-level Capacitor-Clamped 

 

As contrasted with diode-cinched converter the three-level 
capacitor clasped converter has more adaptability at voltage 
combination. Acknowledging Fig.2 the voltage of the five-
level stage leg a yield regarding the nonpartisan focus n, 
VAN,can be integrated by the accompanying switch mixture. 

1) For voltage VAN = Vdc/2, turn on all upper switches S1- 
S4. 
2) For Voltage level VAN = Vdc /4, there are three 
combination 
a) S1, S2, S3, S1‟ (VAN = Vdc /2 of upper C4‟s – Vdc /4 of 
C1); 
b) S2, S3, S4, S4‟(VAN =3 Vdc /4 of C3‟s – Vdc /2 of lower 
C4‟s); 
c) S1,S3, S4, S3‟(VAN = Vdc /2 of upper C4‟s -3 Vdc /4 of 
C3‟s + Vdc /2 
of C2‟s) 
3) For voltage VAN = 0, there are six combination. 
a) S1, S2, S1‟, S2‟ (VAN = Vdc /2- Vdc /2) 
b) S3, S4, S3‟, S4‟ (VAN = Vdc /2- Vdc /2) 
c) S1, S3, S1‟, S3‟ (VAN = Vdc /2-3 Vdc /4+ Vdc /2-Vdc/4) 
d) S1, S4, S2‟, S3‟ (VAN = Vdc /2 – Vdc /3+ Vdc /4) 
e) S2, S4, S2‟, S4‟ (VAN =3 Vdc /4- Vdc /2+ Vdc /4- Vdc /2) 
f) S2, S3, S1‟, S4‟ (VAN =3 Vdc /4- Vdc /4- Vdc /4- Vdc /2) 
4) For voltage VAN = - Vdc /4, there are three combination 
a) S1, S1‟, S2‟, S3‟ (VAN = Vdc /2- 3 Vdc /4) 
b) S4, S2‟, S3‟, S4‟ (VAN = Vdc /4- Vdc /2) 
c) S3, S1‟, S3‟, S4‟ (VAN = Vdc /2- Vdc /4 - Vdc 2) 
5) For voltage VAN = - Vdc /2, Turn on all lower switches 
S1‟-S4‟ 

 
Table.1 : Operation Modes for Reference voltage and output voltage 

 
Table.2 : Output voltage & switching states 

III. YOGA TRAINING CAPSULE  
Think In Three-Level Neutral Point Clamped Inverter (NPCi) 
[12], the inverter leg „a‟ has a gathering of four Igbt sort of 
switches named as S1,S2,S3 and S4 which are hostile to 
parallel to four diodes named D1,D2,D3 and D4 where the Dc 
transport capacitor is isolated into two by giving a nonpartisan 
focus „n‟ as in Fig.3. The point when S2 and S3 switches 
turned on the yield terminal of the inverter is joined with 
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unbiased focus utilizing cinching Diodes Dn1 and Dn2 where 
the voltage through every Dc capacitor is Vdc/2, which is 
about half to Dc-Link Voltage Vdc. Utilizing limited voltage 
qualities to C1 and C2 they might be charged or released by 
unbiased current which causes deviation in nonpartisan focus 
voltage. Contingent upon working state of NPC inverter the 
unbiased focus voltage Vn changes. An untimely flop of the 
exchanging units might happen when impartial focus voltage 
Vn changes too far which might reason to expand in 
symphonious for yield voltage of inverter. As in Table [i] the 
working status of switches in Neutral Point Clamped Inverter 
might be spoken to. Exchanging state „p‟ means that the upper 
two switches in leg „a‟ are on and the inverter shaft voltage 
Va, which is in a perfect world +vdc/2, while „n‟ 
demonstrates that the bring down two switches direct, 
accelerating Va = -Vdc/2. Exchanging state „o‟ means that the 
inward two switches S2 and S3 are on and Va is clasped to 
zero through the clipping diodes. Any of one around two 
clamming diodes are tuned On hinging upon course of Load 
Current ia. Terminal „a‟ is associated with impartial focus „n‟ 
utilizing the conduction of Dn1 and S2 to a positive burden 
current (ia>0) drives Dn1 to On. Comparable to Switches like 
S2 and S4 the S1 and S3 are worked in correlative request. 
Utilizing three exchanging states No and P the inverter stage 
might be spoken to. By acknowledging all the three stages into 
record a combo of 27 exchanging states are there for inverters 
which is relating to 19 voltage vectors for Three- Level 
Neutral Point Clamped Inverter and position of vector in 
segment as in Fig.4. 

 
Fig.3 : clamped inverter topology of Three-level neutral-point 

 
Fig.4 : Space-vector diagram showing switching states (top) and 

Vector placement for SVPWM in sector A (bottom) 
Voltage Vector can be spoken to by acknowledgeing all the 
three stages into record a fusion of 27 exchanging states are 

there for inverters which is relating to 19 voltage vectors for 
Three-Level Neutral Point Clamped Inverter and situation of 
vector in segment as in Fig.4. Voltage Vector could be 
arranged to four hinging upon size as Large vector (ul), 
Medium Vector (um), Small Vector(us) and Zero Vector(uo) 
where they differ relying upon extents like zero extent for 
Zero Vector, size of Vdc/3 for Small Vector where it has two 
exchanging states like P and N which might be characterized 
as P-Type and N-Type Vectors , greatness 

IV . LOGICAL IMPLEMENTATION OF DC-
LINK CAPACITOR VOLTAGE BALANCING 

By utilizing open circle or shut circle construction numerous 
Space Vector Modulation Schemes (SVM) are proposed to 
Three-Level Neutral Point Clamped Inverter [11]. Over an 
examining time of time the abide time for a given modest 
vector is similarly circulated amidst N and PType exchanging 
states to diminish nonpartisan focus voltage deviation. 
Possibly one or two modest vectors around chose vectors are 
available for Nearest Three Vector (NTV) choice consistent 
with the triangular locales in which the reference vector 
Vreflies. Assuming that Vref is in 2 or 4 locale then NTV has 
one and only little vector in the event that it is in 1 or 3 the 
NTV has two little vectors which is shown in Fig.2. 

 

1. 7-Segment SVM or SVM-1 

Seven-portion beat example will beat design game plan for 
area A1 when it is picked for each of the four locales in SVM-
1 as demonstrated in Fig.4. Where it partitions abide time of 
one and only little vector in P-sort and N-sort out of two 
modest areas accessible in area 1 and 3. That is the 
explanation for why where unbiased focus deviation is not 
minimized in SVM- 1.  

 

2. SVM-2 

By upgrading the beat patter plan we can lessen unbiased 
focus voltage variety consistent with the area of locale. As in 
the Fig.5 we utilize two modest vectors to nonpartisan focus 
voltage control for locales 1 and 3we utilization positive and 
negative successions of changed SVM beat design game plan 
for districts A1, A2, A3, and A4 of area A for one examining 
period and we utilize 6 negative succession (Neg_seq) beat 
examples are orchestrated in careful switch request of positive 
succession (Pos_seq) beat design and the other way around 
where they are exchanged on the other hand. In testing period 
Ts for changed SVM the amounts of exchanging for every 
stage have two in area 1, one or two in district 3 and one in 
both 2 and 4. Where as in tried and true SVM for examining 
period Ts it requires two exchanging for every stage here Ts is 
the mix of arrangement of abide times of NTV. Close circle 
altered SVM with 7, 9 & 13- portion beat design  plans and 
delta amendment in stay time is executed for enhanced 
impartial focus voltage stabilization. There are chances where 
presence of minor voltage in each exchanging arrangement 
whose stay times are separated to sub periods like P-Type and 
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N-Type exchanging states. Acknowledging a situation where 
the abide time ds1p for us1p and ds1n for us1n, which is 
half/half part ordinarily, might be dispersed as. 

 
ds1 = dS1p + dS1n 
where dS1p and dS1n are given by 
dS1p = ds1 /2(1+Δt) and 
dS1n = ds1 /2(1-Δt) where -1<= Δt<=1 …. 

 
Fig.5 : Pulse pattern arrangement for conventional seven-segment 

SVPWM in region A1 
 
By considering the DC capacitor voltage Vci and Vc2 the 
variation of NPV can be reduced simply adjusting the 
incremental time Δt in (1). The difference in the capacitor 
voltage ΔvC where, ΔvC = vC2 - vC1 is the input to the 
voltage balancing scheme. If ΔvC is greater than the 
maximum allowed DC voltage deviation ΔVm for some 
reasons, we can increase dwell time dS1p and decrease dS1n 
by Δt (Δt>0) simultaneously for the inverter in a inverting 
mode. When the inverter is in converting mode a reverse 
action (Δt<0) has to be considered. Association of capacitors 
voltage difference and the incremental time interval Δt is 
summarized in table [2]. 

 
 

 
Fig .6: Pulse pattern arrangement of SVM-2 in sector A 

 

V. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

By acknowledging research centre model of diode clasped 
3-level inverter the test effects were computed where a Dc-
Link Voltage of 100 volts and Dc-Link capacitance of 2200uf 
and for Inductive Load a Resistance of 10ohm and inductance 
quality of 160mh are utilized as. What's more yield waveform 
nature of Three-Level Inverter at Mi worth of 0.8 is produced 
as demonstrated in Fig.8. Consonant range revels that higher 
even request symphonies segments builds voltage and current 
THD because of expansive unbalance in Dc-join voltages. The 
stage voltage THD versus Mi for SVM-1 and SVM-2 are 
plotted in Fig.9. Where the stay time of modest vector could 
be diminished at Mi worth of 0.866. By part little vector the 
Dc-Link voltage equalizing comes to be wasteful. The 
proposed plan is more productive and successful to control in 
areas of 1 and 3 where in which two little vectors are spitted in 
beat design game plan for Dc-Link equalizing control. Where 
as in locale 2 and 4 stand out modest vector is spitted in beat  
design game plan for Dc-Link adjusting control. In the 
proposed the Npv is regulated beneath most extreme specified 
quality as contrasted with Dc-Link voltage for SVM-1. 
Furthermore in proposed plan the Npv of SVM-2 is 
equivalently low to Npv of SVM-1. 

 

 
Fig .7: Sine triangle PWM for split natural balancing 

 

 
Fig .8: Output waveform quality of the 3-level inverter (Capacitor 

Voltage Vca at PF=0.9) 
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Fig .9: shows plot of phase voltage THD versus MI for SVM-1 and 

SVM- 2(Capacitor voltage Vcb at PF=0.9) 
 

 
CONCLUSION 

examined the Dc-Link voltage adjusting plan, and dissected 
the conduct of Dc-Link Voltage control conduct on SVM- 1, 
SVM-2 patterns and on proposed plan. Utilizing 
straightforward control strategy like Redundant space vectors, 
their sequencing, and part of their job cycle we proposed the 
shut circle plan. To diminish the expense and volume we 
utilized single front end rectifier with diminished rating Dc-
Link capacitor. By acknowledging some Dc-Link Voltages 
and Modulation Index (Mi) we assessed different plots 
regarding Npv decrease, Inverter yield voltage THD and 
Current THD. The plan which is proposed in this paper 
diminishes the Neutral Point Voltage recognizing major 
consonant misfortune minimization and adequate voltage 
adjusting control which gives dependable life for Dc-Link 
capacitor. 
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ABSTRACT 
Today, most healing canters and therapeutic focuses have a database to oversee patients medicinal records. It is important to gather 
and access this data all over the place, to expand gainfulness and enhance nature of health forethoughts. Requirement to gain entrance 
to electronic health data over the planet and enhance the nature of human services to patients will highlight criticalness of utilizing 
distributed computing structural planning as a part of this range. On the other hand, regardless of the profits of distributed computing 
provisions for medicinal services, the security tests of cloud ought to be addressed. In this paper, we present and portray another 
proposed model called EHR-MCDB (Electronic Health Record with Multi-Clouds Databases). This model will guarantee the security 
of persons in a system and multi-cloud environment utilizing cryptographic calculation and circulated space. This model has the 
capacity to store any kind of information, for example, number, string, picture, and so on in a  Cloud Environment. the EHR-MCDB 
avoid from illicit interruption and access to information in cloud environment and give administrations, for example, information 
honesty, privacy and lasting accessibility of information in a sheltered and secure way. The assessment effects of proposed EHR-
MCDB indicate that notwithstanding expanding time of data space and recovery, System overhead is so it might be overlooked 
,against the profits that it gives, and it doesn't harm to Normal framework movement. Additionally contrasting the proposed model and 
information dispersion system on distinctive servers indicates that it is enhanced very nearly "something like 10% contrasted with the 
same multi-cloud model. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The distributed computing is a method for registering in a 
space identified with the capacities data engineering. It is 
offered as an administration to clients and permits them to 
enter the technology-based administrations in the Internet 
(Cloud) without particular in-establishment about this 
innovation or control engineering infra-structure that help 
them. For instance, Google Apps expert videos online Public 
apparatuses for business with the goal that clients can access 
to their programming and information on the servers.  

There is a requirement for methodical and consistent 
advancement for expense viability and proficiency of health 
administrations and master videos amazing administrations to 
patients. Numerous supervisors and specialists foresee that 
distributed computing can lessening expense of in-stalling 
electronic health record frameworks. Notwithstanding the 
profits of distributed computing requisitions for human 
services social insurance, there are security challenges in the 
cloud frameworks particularly open cloud frameworks that 
must be tended to which its base and computational re-sources 
are offered to Public access by an alternate gathering . In this 
respect, one of most imperative issues is protection of patients 
that happens in cloud structural engineering for information 
outsourcing. In this dad for every, we attempt to upgrade the 

security and protection of patients by utilizing multi-cloud 
strategy and division of discriminating information on them. 

E-Health is another field between therapeutic informatics, 
open health and business that think about serving, circulation 
or clarification of Health and restorative data through the 
Internet or identified innovations. EHR incorporates 
methodical accumulation of Electronic records of singular 
health data at diverse periods. It holds ailments reports, 
medicinal issues, fundamental signs, ailment history, lab 
information and radiology reports. Nature of analysis and 
medicine of medicinal services is exceptionally subject to the 
information about patient's condition. These records were 
typically saved by regional standards inside a certain 
accumulation and could be utilized. [5]. Today, most clinics 
and therapeutic focuses have a database to deal with their 
patients restorative records But it is important to gather and 
access these data all over, to expand benefit and enhance 
nature of health forethoughts [2]. 

 

II. PRIVACY IN CLOUD COMPUTING 

Accepted The same characteristics that were acknowledged as 
qualities of electronic enlistment of therapeutic record make 
health data protection concern [6]. The string that data is kept 
out of the restorative focuses, and they are accessible all 
around, makes the issue of security and security of basic 
information. The three essential destinations of HER 

ENHANCING SECURITY FOR E-HEALTH 
RECORDS OF PATIENTS THROUGH TECHNIQUE 

OF MULTI-CLOUD 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Security, Patients, Cloud, 
Health 
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frameworks are appears key: classifiedness, honesty and 
accessibility [5]. Health information protection and security 
are dependably significant concern for open, patients and 
health administration suppliers [6]. Concerning insurance of 
singular protection in connection to electronic therapeutic 
records, utilizing false names and Being obscure are the most 
well-known Protective measures. Secrecy and reconciliation 
between the patient and his medicinal records are the routes 
for Anonymity singular health data [2]. 

Cloud computing is a model to give simple access to a set of 
alterable machine assets (e.g., systems, servers, storages, 
requisitions and administrations) dependent upon client 
request by means of a PC system. This kind of access might be 
furnished or re-rented with least need to oversee assets or 
administer involvement of administration suppliers. By and 
large, cloud administrations consumers are not the holder of 
its physical foundation and to diminish the expense they don't 
have to use a ton of cash to purchase unmanageable 
programming or complex equipment. Since they can lease 
them unbiased gathering suppliers by utilizing cloud 
administrations, incorporating programming administrations, 
framework or stages (Saas2, Iaas3, Paas4) and just pay the 
cost for the assets that they utilization. Today, Web 2.0 is the 
most recent illustration of distributed computing. Utilizing 
cloud-based stage empowers the space and trade of therapeutic 
records data between different healing centers and medicinal 
focuses. Furthermore, utilizing cloud-based stage, dad tients 
can get their restorative data by an interface in a simple route, 
in place of seeking in diverse healing facilities and medical 
focuses [2]. 

Some of the advantages of cloud computing: 

• No need to prepare the equipment by the user 

• No concern about loss of data on your local PC 

• Data Sharing between various equipments 

• Provide many services via the internet to users 

• Fast and continuous software improvement 

 
Fig .1: Cloud Computing Process 

 

III . BACKGROUND WORK 
Various works are done on privacy and data security in cloud 
computing. Wang and et al [14] presented file distribution 
plan in different servers for increased data security in the 
cloud. Chuang and et al [15] have proposed a model for 
privacy by using of encryption algorithms as well as sharing 
data in various storage resources. AlZain and et al [13] have 
proposed multi-cloud model to increase security of stored data 
in the cloud. Zhou and et al [7] have provided a plan for 
protection of privacy in outsourcing data in cloud computing 
through production and management of encryption keys in the 
form of tree. Somani and et al [16] have used digital signature 
and RSA algorithm to increase data security in cloud 
computing. Feng and et al [17] have proposed a new 
encryption method to protect data in distributed storage 
environments. Haas and et al [5] have provided a model to 
maintain the privacy and protection of personal information in 
electronic health records. The proposed model consists of two 
subsystems for serving patients and storing data in the HER. 
Perera and et al [6] have done a research about the level of 
security risks acceptance and reception of making electronic 
medical records at a clinic in Ontario, Canada. The survey 
results state that 58% of patients and nearly 70% of doctors 
believe that medical records computerization benefits are 
greater than the risk of loss of confidentiality. King and Raja 
[18] with a focus on privacy laws in Europe and the United 
States, have offered framework to help protect the privacy and 
security of consumers sensitive data in the cloud. Li and et al 
[2] are trying to improve the anonymity of the patient’s in 
electronic medical record. Ah-med and Abdullah [19] by 
overview of rapid growth of cloud computing have examined 
telemedicine services. Yang and Oiao [20] have proposed 
privacy protection with a random break between data and 
maintaining their relationships. Jin and et al [21] suggested the 
use of fingerprints based on a string of bits to protect privacy. 
It can be noted that there is no clear and specific evidence in 
individual privacy protection in electronic medical records on 
cloud computing. In this article, we will try to fix data security 
and privacy problem by using multi-cloud and data 
distribution method, and finally examine the efficacy. 

 
IV. DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 
To This area presents and depicts the new proposed model, 

called EHR-MCDB (HER with Multi-Cloud Databases). The 
new model will guarantee security in a multi-the earth, 
utilizing the encryption calculation and circulated space. This 
model has the capacity to store any kind of information, for 
example, number, string, picture, and so forth in a nature's 
turf. the EHR-MCDB anticipate from illicit interruption and 
access to information in cloud environment and give 
administrations, for example, information respectability, 
classifiedness and perpetual accessibility of information in a 
protected and secure way. Review of the EHR-MCDB model 
is indicated in Figure 1. As per the figure, the private data of 
electronic health records have saved on a few mists in place of 
saving in a cloud. What's more, this space is carried out as 
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scrambled and circulated. As it were, the information has been 
encoded by encryption calculation and after that in term of 
number of mists are partitioned into a few segments. At last, 
each one part is saved in a solitary cloud. Then again, 
information inquiries are sent from host PC to the server. The 
server by gaining and dissecting inquiry from host provision 
begin to gather information from databases placed on 
distinctive mists. In the wake of gathering information and 
decoding them, the last data might be sent to have 
workstation. 
 

In the proposed model, we first establish that what sort of 
data is remarkably touchy and they require insurance since 
numerous information in electronic health records are useless 
without accessibility of this delicate data. For instance, think 
about two distinctive information tables that are utilized for 
the archiving patient's close to home data and the medications 
depleted by them, without individual data, devoured pills data 
won't have much esteem for assaulters and won't prompt 
exposure of private data of patients. In the following step, 
touchy information scramble with DES awry encryption 
calculation. The key of this encryption is consolidation of 
government disability number and patient's ID in the 
framework. After that, the scrambled information ought to be 
saved in the mists. Thus the length of scrambled information 
isolated by the amount of mists. Every scene will be archived 
independently in single cloud. This will build the measure of 
processing and to some degree will lessen the rate of  
Information space and recovery. Subsequently, we will verify 
that if there was an unlawful interruption in one of the mists, 
there will be no probability to recover the whole information 
since each one cloud holds a piece of unique information. For 
example, assume we have four cloud administration suppliers 
in our framework, If the definitive information is "Cloud" and 
after encryption changed over to "F@p&%h{9", this 
information will be store in the mists consistent with Table 1. 
 

 
Fig.2: Model for EHR-MCDB 

 

 
Table.1 : Encrypted Data Storage in the Cloud Servers 

 

Moreover, for accessibility of the data any cloud 
administration supplier may as well have no less than one 
reinforcement server keeping in mind the end goal to stay 
away from interruption in changeless information accessibility 
administration. The point when the sanctioned client sends an 
inquiry into the multi-cloud framework to recover information 
is the following stage. Thus, data have been independently 
recovered from cloud databases and joined with together. 
After that, utilizing the symmetric encryption key that is the 
mix of the client's standardized savings number and ID in the 
framework, the recovered information could be unscrambled. 
At long last, the unscrambled information will be sent to the 
client. As specified in the past segment, in this model the 
uprightness of information is protected. Assuming that a 
programmer tries to enter the clients protection data, not at all 
like the single cloud strategy in which the interruption reasons 
to gain entrance to all of data, he or she requires to infiltrate to 
all cloud servers. Indeed hence just encoded information will 
be found and unscrambling of it obliges access to the 
encryption key. Consequently, in this model the data 
recuperation for unapproved individual might be extremely 
confounded or even outlandish. An alternate focal point is that 
this model furnishes protection by encoding touchy 
information. Hence, without having these information, other 
data has no thought and worth. Then again, Given that any 
cloud server in this model has a differentiate reinforcement 
server, when the fundamental server falls flat, the danger of 
disappointment in store and recovery of information procedure 
will be vanished. Thus, this model dependably can benefit. 
 

V .RESULTS 
 

In this segment, we will talk over execution and assessment of 
EHR-MCDB model. The execution of this model has been 
finished with the C#.net 3.5 and SQL Server 2008. A version 
of SQL Server has instated on each one cloud server. The 
structure of database is the same in all cloud servers to store 
information in comparative sections and lines. To assess the 
proposed model 60 thousand records holding 15 information 
field has been utilized. Information fields are sorts of string 
and number. Likewise, the extent of utilized information was 
15 MB. In Figure 3, the time needed to store information on a 
mixed bag of cloud servers is indicated: 
 

 
Fig.3: Comparison of storing data on multi-cloud servers 
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We utilize the same size of information and number of cloud 
servers in information recovery assessment. The effects of this 
assessment are demonstrated in Figure 4. 

 
Fig .4: Comparison of retrieval data on multi-cloud servers 

 
Assessment effects of proposed EHR-MCDB demonstrate that 
de-dislike expanding time of data space and recovery, System 
overhead is so it might be overlooked ,against the profits that 
it furnishes, and it doesn't harm to Normal framework 
movement. In Figure 5, the examination of saving information 
time of 15 MB information in a solitary cloud model is 
indicated with EHR-MCDB display In Figure 6, we thought 
about proposed multi- cloud model with specified circulation 
techniques and diverse appropriation meth-od. The outcomes 
indicate that EHR-MCDB model has enhanced in the vicinity 
of 10%. 
 

 
Fig.5: Comparison of data storing time in a single cloud model with 

proposed multi- cloud for 2 and 3 servers 
 

 
Fig.6: Compression of storing data time in proposed multi model 

with similar multi-cloud models 

CONCLUSION 
Requirement to gain entrance to electronic health data over the 
planet and enhance the nature of human services to patients, 
Will high-light vitality of utilizing distributed computing 
structural planning within this zone. In any case, 
notwithstanding the profits of distributed computing 
applications for health awareness, the security tests of cloud 
ought to be tended to. In this paper, we present and depict 
another proposed mode called EHR-MCDB (Electronic Health 
Record with Multi-Clouds Databases). This model will 
guarantee the privacy of persons in a system and multi-cloud 
environment utilizing cryptographic calculation and 
disseminated space. In the proposed model, we first discover 
that what sort of information is exceedingly delicate and they 
require assurance since numerous information in electronic 
health records are useless without accessibility of this touchy 
data. The assessment results of proposed EHR-MCDB 
demonstrate that regardless of expanding time of data space 
and recovery, System overhead is so it might be overlooked 
,against the profits that it furnishes, and it doesn't harm to 
Normal framework action. Additionally com-paring the 
proposed model with information appropriation technique on 
distinctive servers indicates that it is enhanced very nearly in 
the ballpark of 10% contrasted with the same multi-cloud 
model. 
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ABSTRACT 
The aim of the present study was to study the effects of Aqua Aerobics Exercises during hot weather in Athletes. The 40 Male Long 
distance Athletes between the age group of 18 to 24 years i.e. 20 Experimental and 20 Control group were taken for the study. The 6 
weeks aqua aerobic exercises for experimental group were given on alternate days at IGMC Swimming Pool, Vijayawada and 
controlled group were given the general training. The Pre and Post Training 12 Run Cooper Test were used to evaluate the effects of 
Aqua Aerobics Exercises during the Summer Season among experimental and controlled group. The Study shows that the Aqua 
Aerobic Exercises are very good for development of endurance among athletes. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The When training in hot weather, it’s likely that you feel 
more sluggish. This is because your body regulates your 
activity level based on its ability to keep itself cool. However, 
whether this heat based fatigue is a reactionary event once a 
critical core temperature is reached around 40 degree Celsius. 
Excess heat generated during exercise is carried to the skin 
where it is lost via radiation, conduction, convection and 
evaporation. When nude and at rest,60% of the body total heat 
loss comes from radiating heat in the form of infrared rays. 
Conduction is the transfer of heat from one object to another 
along a temperature gradient. In air, this accounts for only 
about 3 % of the body heat loss, but becomes more important 
when exercising in water because water is a far more efficient 
heat conductor. Convection is what makes us feel cooler on a 
windy day. 

Heat cramps, Heat exhaustion and Heat stroke are all signs of 
the body’s in ability to cope with the heat stress of the 
environment. When the environmental heat load is great, the 
body attempts to cool itself further by sweating more.When 
the fluid lost from sweating is not replaced, dehydration 
results. Signs of heat exhaustion include excessive sweating, 
complaints of weakness, dizziness, thirst, nausea or fainting. 
Treatment in the field includes rest in a shaded area, cooling 
with water soaked towels and rehydration with energy drinks. 
Heat stroke results when the body can no longer handle the 
heat load and the core temperature begins to rise above 40 * 
Celsius. Early signs of heat stroke include disorientation and 
memory loss.  

Aqua Aerobics also referred to as water aerobics in one of the 
most effective method to train the long distance athletes 
during summer for avoiding hot weather related problems. 
Water exercises is rapidly growing in popularity. Exercise 
enthusiasts, athlete, elderly and physically challenged are 

discovering aquatic exercise programs that suit fitness. An 
advantage of Aqua Aerobic exercise is that it can involve the 
upper and lower extremities through optimal ranges of motion 
while minimizing joint stress. Aerobic exercise is any physical 
activity that boosts heart rate, induces deep breathing and 
increases the amount of oxygenated blood in the body. Water 
Aerobics is a low impact aerobic exercise that’s easy on 
bones, joint and muscles, making it safe for almost any one. 
Water Aerobics is especially beneficial for older or 
overweight  people, or those recovering from injury or 
undergoing physical therapy. 

 

Advantages of Aqua Aerobics: 

 Provides Buoyancy and support. 
 Quick Muscular Endurance. 
 Improved Flexibility 
 Improve Cardio Vascular conditioning. 
 Helps Keep Cool 
 Burn Calories 

 

II. METHODOLOGY & TOOLS IMPLEMENTED 

Accepted To find out the effects of Aqua Aerobic Exercise 
during Hot Weather for development of Endurance among 
Male long distance athletes in Hyderabad. 

The sample for present study is 40 Long Distance Athletes 
from Krishna District. The Experimental group is 20 Male 
Long Distance Athletes and Controlled group will be 20 Male 
long distance athletes. 

12 Minute Cooper Test is used for collection of Data. 

A STUDY ON EFFECT OF AQUA AEROBICS 
EXERCISES FOR DEVELOPMENT OF 

ENDURANCE DURING THE SUMMER SEASON 
AMONG ATHLETES 

HEALTH SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Athletes, Aqua Aerobic 
Exercises, Summer , endurance. 
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III . DATA ANALYSIS & PROCEDURE 
The 12 Minute Cooper Test were used for Pre Test for 
Experimental group and Controlled group and results was 
recorded. The Six Weeks training were given to Experimental 
Group which consists of Water Aerobic Exercises on alternate 
days in the morning session with water up to waist level. 

 

The following are the important Aqua Aerobic Exercises 
given to athletes. 

1. Walking in Water 

2. Running in Water 

3. High Knee action running in water. 

4. Leg kicking in Water. 

5. Arms Exercises. 

6. Aerobic Exercises with Dumbbells. 

 
IV. DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 
The Experimental group athletes Mean in Pre Test is 3,440 

Meters and Post Test Mean is 3720 Meters there is a 
improvement of  280 Meters in six weeks training of Aqua 
Aerobic Exercises in Swimming Pool. The Controlled group 
athletes in Pre Test is 3340 Meters and Post Test is 3300 
Meters and there is reduction in performance upto  40 Meters. 
 

 
Table.1: showing the Mean, S.D.Values obtained by Experimental 

and Controlled Groups of Pre- Test and Post Test. 
 

CONCLUSION 
It is recommended that Aqua Aerobic Exercises is good to 
train athletes in Summer Season. It is recommended that Aqua 
Aerobic Exercises is good for rehabilitation, Old people and 
Overweight people. 
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ABSTRACT 
Scholastic accomplishment is an achieved capability or level of fitness in school assignment, generally measured by state administered 
tests and communicated in evaluations or units dependent upon standards determined from a vide testing of students' execution. 
Studies uncover that even low or moderate levels of anxiety can meddle with errand execution. Cognitive responses of anxiety bring 
about the powerlessness to think. Yoga, which is a lifestyle, is described by parity, health, amicability, and delight. Contemplation, 
being a piece of yoga, which is the seventh appendage of Asthanga Yoga - a state of caution rest as expressed by Maharishi Mahesh 
Yogi, who established another method of reflection, prominently reputed to be transcendental contemplation. By polishing yoga, an 
individual should achieve a state of mental poise, where reactions to favorable or unfavorable outside occasions are well under the 
singular's control, and reactions are direct in power. The art of yoga is a capable stream of learning, which empowers the specialists to 
accomplish brilliant physical health, tranquil personality, proceeds otherworldly inspire, and makes the capability for amicable social 
living. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

By practicing yoga, a person is supposed to reach a state of 
mental equanimity, where responses to favourable or 
unfavourable external events are well under the individual’s 
control, and responses are moderate in intensity. The science 
of yoga is a powerful stream of knowledge, which enables the 
practitioners to achieve radiant physical health, serene mind, 
continues spiritual uplift, and creates the ability for 
harmonious social living. In one study, it is found that a 4-
week program of Yogasanas and meditation lowers the 
aggressive behaviour of students. Another study has reported 
that meditation  

(a) reduced problems related to maladaptive behaviours,  

(b) increased emotional and physical health and psychological 
well-being,  

(c) reduced the frequency of thought,  

(d) reduced substance abuse, and  

(e) generally improved the quality of life.  

Transcendental meditation reduces stress and improves 
academic performance. Chanting “Om” mentally causes 
increased alertness, and the practice of yoga brings 
improvement in competitive performance. The present study 
examines whether there is an effect of yoga on the academic 
performance of adolescent students in relation to their stress. 
With this background, the present study was conducted to find 
the following:  

(1) Is there any effect of yoga on the academic performance in 
Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies in relation to stress?  

(2) Is there any effect of yoga on the academic performance in 
the three subjects combined in relation to stress.. 

 

II. ANALYSIS AND EXPERIMENTAL 
METHODOLOGY 

Accepted The study was conducted in eight public schools of 
Hyderabad, Andhra Pradesh. Bisht Battery of Stress Scale 
(BBSS) was administered on 800 students of Class 9. The 
participants were 400 boys and 400 girls, with ages ranging 
from 14 to 15 years. BBSS was administered to identify two 
stress levels of the students, i.e., high stress and low stress. 
This test was developed for the measurement of 13 types of 
stress. Out of 13 scales, two scales, i.e., scale of academic 
stress and scale of achievement stress were selected. These 
scales were consisted of 52 and 80 items, respectively, which 
were 132 in total. Each item is of statement type (closed), to 
which students were to answer by ticking their option 
prescribed on the answer sheet. The students were assembled 
in a hall and made to sit in rows. Booklets containing 
statement items along with answer sheets were distributed to 
each student. Instructions were delivered by the investigator. 
Statements were written in English. Meaning of difficult 
words was also explained. The students were told to finish 
their test within an hour. 

 

The scoring was done as prescribed in the manual. On the 
basis of their stress scores arranged in ascending order, top 
30% (i.e., 240) subjects were identified as students with low 
stress and bottom 30% (i.e. 240) students were identified as 
student with high stress. Out of these students, 50% of them 
were kept in experimental group and another 50% in control 

EFFECT OF YOGA ON ACADEMIC 
PERFORMANCE IN RELATION TO STRESS 

HEALTH SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Yoga, Stress, Performance, 
Academics. 
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group. Finally 30% subject [high stress (exp) = 89 + low stress 
(exp) = 75 + high stress (control): 70 + low stress (control) = 
67] were selected. Pre test was conducted in three subjects, i.e. 
Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies for both the groups. 
Ultimately, 301 subjects (116 girls and 185 boys) were 
selected for the present study. Yoga module was used as an 
intervention treatment for the experimental group for an hour 
daily in the morning for 7 weeks. Academic performance test 
was used as a pre test and post test for the experimental as 
well as control groups to assess the effect of yoga module on 
the academic performance of the experimental group and to 
compare it with the control group, who never practiced yoga 
module 

 

 
Table.1: Means and SDs of academic performance gain scores of 

three subjects combined 

 
Table.2: Summary of anova on the academic performance scores of 
social studies, mathematics and science in relation to stress and yoga 

intervention 

 
III. DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 
Table 2 reveals that F-ratio for the difference between 

means of experimental group (yoga) and control group on the 
gain scores of combined academic performance (in 
Mathematics, Science, and Social Studies) is found to be 
significant at the 0.01 level of confidence, which indicates that 
students of the experimental group and the control group differ 
on the gain scores of academic performance. Table 1 depicts 
means and SDs of combined academic performance gain 

scores of three subjects, in which the mean of experimental 
group [Mexp= 32.63] is found to be greater than that of the 
control group [Mc= 22.44], meaning thereby that those 
students who experienced yoga module performed better than 
those who never experienced it. 

 
Table.3: Summary of ANOVA on the academic performance gain 
scores of three subjects combined in relation to stress and yoga 

intervention 
 
Table 3 further shows that F-ratio for the difference 

between means of high stress group and low stress group on 
the gain scores of combined academic performance was found 
to be significant at the 0.05 level of confidence, indicating that 
academic performance differs among students with high stress 
and students with low stress. Table 1 shows that the group 
means of students with low stress [MLS= 30.24] is greater 
than the group mean of the students with high stress [MHS= 
24.83], meaning thereby that students with low stress 
performed better than the students with high stress. Thus, this 
study reveals that the high stress affects students’ performance 
negatively, Table 2 further depicts no interaction between 
yoga intervention treatment and stress on the gain scores of 
academic performance in three subjects combined. After 
seeing the positive effect of yoga on the three subjects 
combined, we thought to have a deeper analysis to study the 
effect of yoga on different subjects separately. The results 
shows that F-ratio for the difference between means of high 
stress group and low stress group on the gain scores of 
academic performance in Mathematics, Science, and Social 
Studies (separately) is found to be significant at 0.01 level of 
confidence, which indicates that students of the experimental 
group and the control group differ on the gain scores of 
academic performance in the three subjects. Table 3 gives the 
details of means and SDs, which depicts that the experimental 
group showed higher group mean [MSoc. St.=5.11, M 
Maths=5.53, MSc=5.28] than control group [MSoc. St.=2.82, 
M Maths=2.83, MSc=3.37]. It is inferred that the students who 
experienced yoga module performed better than those students 
who never experienced it. 
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Table.4: Means and sd‘s of academic performance gain scores of 

social studies, mathematics and science in high stress and low stress 
group with and without yoga intervention 

 
Further, Table 4 shows that F-ratio for the difference between 
means of high stress group and low stress group on the gain 
scores of academic performance in all three subjects 
(separately) is not found to be significant even at the 0.05 
level of confidence. Table 3 gives details which reveal that 
means of academic performance in all three subjects in two 
groups, i.e., high stress and low stress, are comparable. 
 

CONCLUSION & FINDINGS 
 
The findings of this study reveal that the students who 
experienced yoga module performed better in overall 
academics as well as in their separate subjects than those 
students who did not experience yoga module. The results are 
in tune with the earlier studies, which found that meditation, 
practiced over long periods, produces definite changes in 
perception, attention, and cognition. Other study showed that 
yoga techniques are helpful in management of anxiety and 
improvement in concentration. Other researchers found that 
Transcendental Meditation improves academic performance 
and enhances problem-solving ability. Table 2 (a) shows that 
the students with high stress performed better in the subjects 
of Social Studies and Science. Which explains that at first, 
performance improves as stress increases presumable because 
the stress is arousing or energizing. Beyond some point, 
though stress becomes distracting and performance actually 
drops as depicted in paper. Further the findings reveal that 
excessive stress affects overall academic performance 
negatively, and this result is in tune with the earlier studies, 
which conclude that excessive stress is harmful to academic 
performance and may lead to dropping out. Research has 
demonstrated that high levels of stress can lead to 
hypervigilance (inability to focus attention) as arriving at a 
solution too quickly (premature closure). When stress is 
perceived negatively or becomes excessive, students 
experience physical and psychological impairment. Stress 
overloads our mental and physical resources and interferes 
with the effective use of our skills, and thus, affects negatively 

on the performance. Moreover, when academic performance 
in individual subjects was analyzed, the performance was 
comparable in high stress and low stress groups, but having 
values very close to significant values. It may be concluded 
from the finding of the study that with the intervention of 
yoga, academic performance improves by optimizing the 
stress levels. So it is suggested that yoga module should 
become a regular feature in the schools. 
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ABSTRACT 
The vast majority of the wounds might be forestalled, yet one ought to be cognizant how he may as well get ready fittingly. Extending 
activities for warming up down ought to be carried out and some sensible however basic safety measures to be taken. A harm unit is a 
real fundamental and may as well dependably be close-by when sportsman & ladies are either preparing or polishing their game. A 
few damages are clearly genuine, however you can at present be of assistance until the entry of a qualified individual. This separated 
there are an assemblage of knocks and wounds so normal that ever one knows digger to treat them. At that point there are the less 
clear damages, ones that damage when you get a racket or up a mount. Find the torment, its comes and cure. At that point you may as 
well need to recover your general fitness. At that point figure out which normal specialized flaws cause damages in your specific game 
and how to forestall, treat or lighten these wounds. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Drugs abuse is ruling the destiny of Sports and determining 
the sports performance levels over the last three decades. The 
use of such performance enhancing substances was limited to 
some of the Scientifically most advanced countries during the 
firs two decades, However, such use has become Universal 
once the sportsmen from even the least developed countries 
gained access to such substances. As long as a sportsmen is 
not tested positive.   

Top class sportsman &Women have to be superbly fit and 
properly prepared, yet even they suffer sports injuries from 
time to time. Some are serious, enough to require medical 
attention and specialist treatment; however is that some 
injuries can be the result of poor techniques rather than stress 
and strain. This applies to participants at all levels, from week 
and enthusiast doing jobs around the home to the international 
competitor. 

Most of the injuries can be prevented, but one should be aware 
how he should prepare properly. Stretching exercises for 
warming up down should be done and some sensible though 
simple precautions to be taken. An injury kit is a major 
essential and should always be nearby when sportsman & 
women are either training or practicing their sport. Some 
injuries are obviously serious, but you can still be of help until 
the arrival of a qualified person. This apart there are a host of 
bumps and bruises so common that ever one knows hoe to 
treat them. Then there are the less obvious injuries, ones that 
hurt when you pick up a racket or up a hill. Locate the pain, its 
comes and cure. Then you should have to regain your general 
fitness. Then find out which common technical faults cause 
injuries in your particular sport and how to prevent, treat or 
alleviate these injuries. 

 

II. CONCEPT OF AVOIDING INJURIES 

There are 3 simple rules to avoid injuries: 

1. Be fit for the Task. 

2. Warm up and warm down thoroughly. 

3. Use the right equipment& Technique. 

 

One has to be very careful while warming up; it is always 
advisable to do stretching exercises which help to keep your 
muscles supple and toned up not only for the activity but also 
for the rest of your life. If you are injured we have to keep our 
selves abreast with the techniques of treatment& 
Rehabilitation. Rice is the simplest &most efficient remedy for 
a host of injuries and yet many sportsman & women disregard 
this valuable aid. 

III . INJURY MANAGEMENT TYPES 
Various A. Early Injury Management 

(a) Carefully clearing the skin with soap and water. 

(b)Antibiotic ointment should be applied. 

(c)Compression bandage should be  applied. 

(d)Ice should be applied up to 12 hours. 

(e)Heat should be avoided for 36 hours. 

 

B. Delayed Injury Management  

(a) In case of blood accumulation (haematoma), it should be 
drained under all aseptic conditions. 

SPORTS INJURIES AND THEIR MANAGEMENT HEALTH SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Sports, management, 
injuries, Health, Treatment. 
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(b)Splint should be applied for further relief. 

(c)For early return to field, tapping should be done. For 
laceration, the injured sportsman & women should be taken to 
the hospital. 

 
IV. INJURY MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES 

 
SPRAIN (Stretching of the ligamentous tissue) 

It can be caused by a forced motion in any direction beyond 
strength of liagamentous support. It is divided into three 
degrees                 
1. Mild sprain (1st degree), 
2. Moderate sprain (2nd degree), 
3. Severe sprain (3rd degree). 

 
Injury Management  
1. Mild Sprain (1st degree) 

   a. RICE treatment should be given. 
   b. Strapping should be done with adhesive plaster. 

2. Moderate & Severe sprain (2nd &3rd degree) 
In case of moderate and severe sprain sportsmen & women 
should be refereed to the hospital for Orthopaedic consultation 
and Investigation like X– ray etc.  

 
STRAN (Musculotendinous Injuries) 
Mode of Injury: 
1. Excessive over- use against the resistance. 
2. Over stretching of the unit beyond its normal extensive 
range. 

 
Injury Management  
1. Rest is the essential ingredient for recovery. 
2. Application of heat locally can help in recovery. 
3. Local injection of an anesthetic and corticoid help in 
recovery and relief from pain. 
4. Uses of splints including the forearm while keeping the 
hand in dorsiflexion is quite     helpful in recovery. 

 
MALLET FINGER 
(Tendon avulsion injury with without bony fragment) 
Mode of Injury: 
While catching the ball, it can directly fall on the finger tips 
causing the     avulsion of the extensor tendon of the distal 
Phalanx due to which it goes into flexion and there is 
restriction of movement at distal inter phalyngeal joint . 

 
Injury Management  
Dorsal splinting of the distal inter phalangeal joint in full 
extension for 6 to 8 weeks. Splint of aluminium or orthoclastic 
can be used. 

 
FRACTURE AND DISLOCATION OF BONES AND JOINTS 
In case of fracture or dislocation the sportsman &women 
should be shifted to the hospital for the orthopaedic 
consultation and investigation like X- ray etc. 
 
 

V . HOW TO RECOVER FROM AN INJURY 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE JOINT 

 
In For too many athletes as well as professional, rush back 
into action too soon, inpatient after even the shortest layoff. 
The result is often recurrence to the problem or as the athlete 
tries to favors the old injury, a new and different one. 
 
The secret of a successful come back is to put the injury area 
through graduate serious of exercises each one a little more 
demanding than the cost this is where the training ladders 
helps starting from the bottom. Step of the ladder the injury 
person works his or her way through the prescribed exercises. 
During the course of using the ladder if pain occurs& 
continues beyond 20 second, thee exercise should be 
discontinued. 
 
If it persist STOP- WAIT-24 hours-BEGAIN AGAIN from 
FIRST STEP 
 

CONCLUSION 
Most of the injuries can be prevented, but one should be aware 
how he should prepare properly. Stretching exercises for 
warming up down should be done and some sensible though 
simple precautions to be taken. An injury kit is a major 
essential and should always be nearby when sportsman & 
women are either training or practicing their sport. Some 
injuries are obviously serious, but you can still be of help until 
the arrival of a qualified person. This apart there are a host of 
bumps and bruises so common that ever one knows hoe to 
treat them. Then there are the less obvious injuries, ones that 
hurt when you pick up a racket or up a hill. Locate the pain, its 
comes and cure. Then you should have to regain your general 
fitness. Then find out which common technical faults cause 
injuries in your particular sport and how to prevent, treat or 
alleviate these injuries. 
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ABSTRACT 
Physical instruction assumes a paramount part to accomplish national coordination, which incorporates feeling of fraternity, 
companionship and unity. Subsequently, physical instruction is the medium of country's solidarity. The most imperative for the 
country's solidarity is collaboration and respect for the emotions of others.  This comes just through the cooperation in diversions and 
games and visit an alternate states or countries, where they run into the diriment methods for living, traditions, religion, customs, 
dialects, dietary patterns and so forth  In games camps, players hail from diverse states live together, practice to take an interest in one 
diversion regardless of much assorted qualities.  Therefore, amusements and games are the necessary a piece of physical training, 
which without a doubt assume a fundamental part in advertising national mix. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

According to World Health Organization “It is education 
which is concerned with changes in knowledge, feeling and 
behaviour of people to bring about the best possible state of 
well being”.  The ultimate objective of health education is to 
inculcate healthy habits in the children and develops them into 
healthy individual physically as well as mentally.      

Physical education plays an important role to attain national 
integration, which includes feeling of brotherhood, friendship 
and oneness. Hence, physical education is the medium of 
nation’s unity. The most important for the nation’s unity is 
cooperation and regard for the feelings of others.  This comes 
only through the participation in games and sports and visit 
another states or nations, where they come across the diriment 
ways of living, customs, religion, traditions, languages, eating 
habits etc.  In sports camps, players come from different states 
live together, practice to participate in one game in spite of 
much diversity.  Therefore, games and sports are the integral 
part of physical education, which definitely play a vital role in 
promoting national integration. 

 

II. NEED FOR PREVENTION AND 
REHABILITATION 

Physical education scientists are striving to understand the 
various factors affecting skeletal and muscular activity, during 
a variety of human movements with the help of electro-
typography, and are presently engaged in analyzing the 
biomechanics of using their attention upon the analysis of 
sports skills. They are consistently studying the factors like 
strength, limb length, mass, inertia proportions, and angular 
and linear velocity that influence these movements, to get a 

better insight into the complexities of human motion and 
performance. 

To develop maximum efficiency, a player must increase 
muscular strength to mobilize the force to accomplish desired 
tasks. Further, increased muscular strength will also improve 
muscular endurance, necessary for continued effort over a 
prolonged period. Proper conditioning also helps prevent 
injuries. Physicians support the theory that 60 per cent of all 
injuries incurred in Games & Sports are due to poor mental 
and physical conditioning.  

A well known proverb “Prevention is better than cure” is very 
much appropriate here to mention.  Because if any individual 
takes preventive measures before he approaches for any 
physical or mental work, it is sure that he can save himself to 
some extent from disability. Few principles or precautions 
may be adopted to prevent the disability such as Proper 
knowledge of health problems, Emotional Control, Intoxicants 
are to be avoided, knowledge of First aid, and Medical 
checkup at the time of appointment and at intervals, periodical 
check up of machines, providing health environment, regular 
exercises and provision for recreational facilities. 

Prevention may be of two kinds, prevention of initial injury or 
prevention of  injury after healing.  Prevention of any injury is 
the best of all possible treatments.  The cause of most injuries 
is usually obvious because the symptoms begin immediately 
after the injury.  However some injuries produce delayed 
symptoms and their case is not readily apparent.  Other 
injuries may occur simultaneously as a complication of a 
primary injury. 

A warm-up program has been founded to decrease injuries in 
association Games & Sports. Many athletes will partake in 
HGH Treatment for Athletic Enhancement as a way to prevent 
injuries. Injury can be mineralized by doing an effective warm 
up; this consists of a heart raiser to get your pulse up, followed 
by sport specific dynamic stretches (stretches whilst moving). 

THE NEED FOR PREVENTION AND 
REHABILITATION OF SPORTS INJURIES 

HEALTH SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Security, Patients, Cloud, 
Health. 
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Using proper equipment is key in preventing injury. The NFL 
is conducting tests with new helmet designs that could reduce 
the number of head injuries in the league. Doctors believe 
fatigue can be a contributing factor in sports injuries because it 
is more difficult for the body to protect itself when fatigued. 
Stopping an activity at the first sign of fatigue can prevent 
sports related injuries.  

Pre-participation physical examination – A screening process 
to evaluate the athlete’s physical and mental status prior to 
engaging in sport should be a fundamental requirement before 
such engagement occurs.  Determination of an athlete’s ability 
to participate, whether confronted with signs and symptoms 
pitch side, courtside, in a first aid facility, in a polyclinic, or 
elsewhere, proper decision making about an athlete’s fitness to 
participate must be made in accordance with current 
healthcare practice. 

Evaluation and care of significant injuries on the pitch or court 
– Healthcare professionals not only must be well-qualified, 
they must deliver care that is appropriate for a given situation. 
Concussions, spinal cord injuries and hyperthermia are three 
examples of injuries requiring urgent, specialized diagnostic 
and treatment procedures. A sponsoring club, university, 
school or organization must ensure that a plan is in place to 
adequately respond some examples of negligence that can lead 
to injury litigation in sport Area of potential negligence 
Examples 

III . DISCUSSIONS 
Facility safety: 
Poor condition of the surface of the pitch, court, track, etc. 
(e.g. holes, uneven surfaces) unsafe equipment (e.g. exposed 
sharp edges, broken or rusted parts Unsafe practices (e.g. 
reduced visibility if lights are not used when training held at 
night) Impeding objects that are not part of the sport activity. 
 
Warning of (or unnecessary) risk or danger:  
Failure to teach safe techniques for the port Failure to disclose 
potential injury consequences of playing and of not playing 
using safe Techniques. Failure to intervene when players do 
not use safe techniques Mismatched players (e.g. adult players 
participating together with young players). 

  
Protective equipment  
Failure to provide proper protective equipment. Failure to 
require use of protective equipment. Improper fit of protective 
equipment 

 
Documentation of injury  
Failure to maintain injury records, Failure to maintain 
treatment and rehabilitation records. Failure to maintain 
confidentiality of records, Falsifying or altering medical 
records. 

 
Appropriate care  
Failure to follow proper care protocols, Failure to refer injured 
player to healthcare professional of greater experience or 
higher qualification. Failure to remove injured player from 

participation .Provide appropriate training instruction, 
Maintain or purchase safe equipment. Hire or supervise 
competent and responsible personnel. Give adequate warning 
to participants concerning dangers inherent in a sport. Provide 
prompt and proper medical care.  Prevent the injured athlete 
from further competition that could aggravate an injury. 
 

V . INJURIES & CLASSIFICATIONS 
 

Sports injuries  
Sports injuries are injuries that occur to athletes participating 
in sporting events. In many cases, these types of injuries are 
due to overuse of a part of the body when participating in a 
certain activity. For example, runner's knee is a painful 
condition generally associated with running, while tennis 
elbow is a form of repetitive stress injury at the elbow. Other 
types of injuries can be caused by a hard contact with 
something. This can often cause a broken bone or torn 
ligament or tendon. Injuries are a common occurrence in 
professional sports and most teams have a staff of Athletic 
Trainers and close connections to the medical community. 
Controversy has arisen at times when teams have made 
decisions that could threaten a player’s long-term health for 
short term gain. 
 
Classification 
Sports injuries can be broadly classified as either traumatic or 
overuse injuries. Traumatic injuries account for most injuries 
in contact sports such as Association football, rugby league, 
rugby union, Australian rules football, Gaelic football and 
American football because of the dynamic and high collision 
nature of these sports. These injuries range from bruises and 
muscle strains, to fractures and head injuries. 
A bruise or contusion is damage to small blood vessels which 
causes bleeding within the tissues. A muscle strain is a small 
tear of muscle fibers and a ligament sprain is a small tear of 
ligament tissue. The body’s response to these sports injuries is 
the same in the initial five day period immediately following 
the traumatic incident – inflammation. 
 
Signs and symptoms 

Inflammation is characterized by pain, localized swelling, 
heat, redness and a loss of function. A sign may be observed 
by the patient or by someone else, or it may represent physical 
findings determined by X – ray examinations and other 
diagnostic measures. A sign is observed. A symptom can only 
be felt or experienced by the patient. 
 
 Mechanism 

All of these traumatic injuries cause damage to the cells that 
make up the soft tissues. The dead and damaged cells release 
chemicals, which initiate an inflammatory response. Small 
blood vessels are damaged and opened up, producing bleeding 
within the tissue. In the body’s normal reaction, a small blood 
clot is formed in order to stop this bleeding and from this clot 
special cells (called fibroblasts) begin the healing process by 
laying down scar tissue. 
The inflammatory stage is therefore the first phase of healing. 
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However, too much of an inflammatory response in the early 
stage can mean that the healing process takes longer and a 
return to activity is delayed. The sports injury treatments are 
intended to minimize the inflammatory phase of an injury, so 
that the overall healing process is accelerated. Intrinsic and 
extrinsic factors. 
 

V . NOVEL PRINCIPLES OF 
REHABILITATION 

 
Rehabilitation restores full flexibility, strength, endurances 
and motion to an injured athlete.  Conditioning develops these 
in a new athlete.  Rehabilitation and condition of a particular 
body part should be accomplished by exercise of the rest of 
the body, especially the cardiovascular-pulmonary system.  No 
need to begin rehabilitation exercise following any serious 
injury, such as fracture dislocation or 2nd or 3rd degree sprain 
until there is a clearance from the concerned doctor.  
Beginning too soon may cause permanent damage or retard 
full recovery. 
 
Treatment:  
Sports injuries can be treated and managed by using the 
P.R.I.C.E.S... DR. ABC and T.O.T.A.P.S regimes: 
P – Protect, R – Rest, I – Ice, C – Compression, E – Elevation, 
S – Stabilize, 
D – Danger, R – Response 
A – Airway, B – Breathing, C – Circulation,  
T – Talk, O – Observe, T – Touch, A – Active movement, P – 
Passive movement, 
S – Skills test 

 
Rehabilitation involves discipline such as physiotherapy, 
occupational therapy, speech therapy, psychology, education, 
vocational guidance and placement services.  It is evident that 
the problem of rehabilitation is serious and complex and its 
need is felt every where to adjust the disable person in the 
society.  Some area of concern in rehabilitations have been 
identified are Medical rehabilitation, Vocational 
Rehabilitation, Social Rehabilitation, Psychological 
Rehabilitation, Surgical Rehabilitation, Orthopedic 
Rehabilitation and Physiotherapy exercises etc. No doubt the 
disabled person are treated roughly in the society, they are 
neglected to drudgery of existence amidst sarcasm and 
scathing comments.  They are considered a liability on the 
families as well as on society. But if the society provides them 
equal opportunities according to their potentials and capacity 
they can also contribute in the up lift of the society and 
community.  The society or community can play a vital role in 
Sympathetic, Attitude, Financial Assistance, Vocational 
Guidance and Reservation Facility  
 

CONCLUSION & SUGGESTIONS 
The Saga of education in the 21st century can truly be 
borderless world of knowledge, ideas, innovation and 
leadership which will yield reciprocal, benefits to various 
public and private sectors. As rehabilitation is the process of 
providing relief, help to a disabled, deformed, disfigured or 

injured person to come back to normalcy and lead a 
respectable and independent life again. 
 
As Physical education plays an important role to attain 
national integration, which includes feeling of brotherhood, 
friendship and oneness. Hence, physical education is the 
medium of nation’s unity.  In general the most important way 
to prevent injury is to follow a strenuous, carefully supervised 
conditioning program before beginning competition.  
Protective equipment designed for individual sports.  
 
The sport rehabilitator is a key member of the sport injury 
management team. As such, you must adhere to several 
important professional, practical, ethical and legal principles. 
Properly equipping you to administer acute injury 
management in the venues where practice will be undertaken – 
whether pitch side courtside, trackside, in a clinic or elsewhere 
– is vitally important. However, simply being prepared to 
deliver care required by sport participants does not sufficiently 
qualify a sport rehabilitator, or any other sport health 
professional for that matter. Proper ethical and legal 
frameworks are integral to success, as well. Without these 
underpinnings the most skillful healthcare worker will not be 
able to sustain their practice under the guidelines deemed 
appropriate by civilized societies. In summary, is success in 
sport rehabilitation or a related field. It is a welcome 
instructional resource to the student, but it is a valuable 
informational reference to the clinician, too. There is a wealth 
of material presented where the authors offer insights from 
their knowledge, abilities and wisdom in order to equip the 
reader for excellence in their career post. 
 
By offering only the blind white canes, food, clothing, shelter 
and medical care in the name of rehabilitations is not enough.  
It is the foremost duty of the society to bring disabled people 
back to their dignity.  Such training has to be given by which 
they give up begging and learn to be independent.  Therefore 
disabled persons must be restored and retrained to live and 
work within the limits of his disability but to hilt of his 
capacity.  If they are given opportunities the disabled often 
turn out to be better workers than their able bodied colleagues. 
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ABSTRACT 
The vitality of activity in a system of preventive solution has fortified the part of physical movement. There is relationship between 
physical action levels or cardio-respiratory fitness and danger of lethal and nonfatal Ischemic Heart Disease demonstrate that a 
stationary lifestyle or a low level of frequent physical movement expands the danger of IHD mortality. All the three separate lengths 
of time chose for the high-impact activity container viz YG, AG and CREG at the fifty percent maximal heart rate force brought about 
for the noteworthy reduction in the Triglyceride levels of the subjects. With respect to the variable of Triglyceride levels, the activity 
convention of CREG carried more critical lessening than the other experimentation conventions. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The importance of exercise in a program of preventive 
medicine has reinforced the role of physical activity. There is 
relationship between physical activity levels or cardio-
respiratory fitness and risk of fatal and nonfatal Ischemic 
Heart Disease indicate that a sedentary lifestyle or a low level 
of habitual physical activity increases the risk of IHD 
mortality1. Higher level of circulating lipids in blood than 
normal levels may be considered as Hyperlipidemia and 
epidemiological studies indicate a general trend towards a 
greater incidence of Atherosclerosis and incidence of Cardio 
Vascular Disease among people with Hyperlipidemia. The 
percentage of Triglycerides is most significant factor that the 
total cholesterol level as a risk factor in the development of 
CHD, because this substance involves in the development of 
the atherosclerotic plaque in the blood vessels.  

Physical exercises may be performed in many forms 
like running, dancing, playing games, weight training, 
recreational activities, Yogasanas etc. The kind and type of 
exercise are not alone influence the kinds of biological 
adaptations in the human body. The load dynamics like 
density and intensity of exercise may target for different kinds 
of biological adaptations in the human body[2], [3], [4]. One 
needs to do aerobic exercise at least thirty minutes three times 
a week. Increasingly more energy is derived from fats at 
exercise intensities of 65% of maximum oxygen consumption 
during prolonged activity. Yoga is a scientific system of 
diagnosing and curing certain diseases. It is identified that 
each asana in yoga has a different curative effect and can be 
practiced to get specific relief7. Physical activity bring several 
cardiovascular changes and benefit the individuals [8][9][10] , 
increases fibrinolytic activity. Diminishes antifibrinolytic 
activity and inhibits platelet aggregability[13][14], associated 
with decreases in total cholesterol and LDL cholesterol as well 

as in apolipoprotein B, augmentation of HDL cholesterol 
level, particularly HDL2 subfraction[15]. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY IMPLEMENTED 

Fifteen subjects were assigned in each of the four 
groups including one control group. The groups are named as 
cardio-respiratory endurance group (CREG), anaerobic group 
(AG), Yogasana group (YG)and control group (CG). The 
subjects were selected from the Warangal District area, 
Andhra Pradesh, India, on random basis, out of the volunteers. 
The age of the subjects were between thirty and thirty five and 
the subjects were never had any exercise conditioning 
program previously. All the subjects were oriented about the 
experimentation and consents were gathered from all the 
subjects. 

The subjects in all the four groups were oriented on the whole 
experimentation and its importance. Each group was 
thoroughly oriented about the exercise protocol of the 
respective group. Pre experimentation measurements were 
recorded for resting Triglycerides levels before 
commencement of the experimentation and orientation period. 
The three training groups then followed the respective 
protocols of exercise specially designed for them, whereas the 
control group remained without any special kind of physical 
activity for the entire experimentation period of 24 weeks, 4 
weeks basic foundation followed by 20 weeks of the protocol 
exercises. But, the individuals were not involved in one bunch 
during the exercises, since they belonged to various places in 
the Warangal district area. The researcher took all the 
necessary precautions to see that all the subjects comply with 
the experimentation environment. The post experimentation 
readings were taken after the 24 weeks of experimentation 
period. 
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Reliability of readings: 

A well equipped diagnostic medical laboratory helped in 
collecting the blood samples from the subjects and in 
analyzing. Hence, the physiological variable i.e. Triglycerides 
were measured with high precision. 

III . TRAINING PROTOCOLS 
Cardio-respiratory endurance group protocol:  
Walking for ten minutes slowly increasing the pace, followed 
by, calisthenics and light stretching immediately after walk 
and followed by, slow and continuous jogging for four 
kilometres keeping their heart rate at 50% of the maximum 
heart rate.  
 
Anaerobic group protocol:  
Slow jogging for one kilometer and then for stretching and 
calisthenics, followed by acceleration sprints, with a speed of 
50 to 60 percent of the maximum speed for ten times with a 
recovery period of three minutes for each repetition, while 
walking back slowly. 
 
Yogasana group:   
The Rishikesh ashram’s protocol was given for this group. 
The following asanas come in sequence. Sarvangasana, 
Halasana, Matsyasana, Pashchimothanasana, Shalabasana, 
Dhanurasana, Ardha Matschendrasana, Shirshasana and 
Uddiyana Banda. The whole protocol lasts for about thirty 
minutes. 
 
Statistical Analysis:  
Analysis of Co-variance technique was used to study the effect 
of the experimental variables on the selected physiological 
variables. Scheffe’s post-hoc tests also applied to find out the 
source of significant difference among the groups and to test 
the hypotheses, to arrive at conclusions. The level of 
significance used in the statistical analysis was 0.05. 
 

IV. ANALYSIS AND  DISCUSSION ON 
TRIGLYCERIDES 

 
Table I depicts analysis of covariance for the Triglycerides of 
the subjects on the experimental variable selected. The table 
indicates that there is significant effect through the selected 
experimental variable i.e. different exercise protocols for the 
selected experimental period. The obtained F value i.e. 25.08 
is much higher than the table F value i.e. 2.66 and hence the 
selected experimental variables caused the significant change 
in the selected Triglyceride levels of the subjects. Table II 
contains the mean values of the selected criterion variable i.e. 
Triglycerides of the subject. The table brings out the following 
observations. The CREG showed significant reduction in 
Triglyceride levels when compared to the other two groups viz 
AG and YG. 
 
The CREG post training Triglycerides mean is 93.824, the AG 
post training Triglycerides mean is 118.342 and the YG post 
training Triglycerides mean is 131.924. When compared with 

the mean values of the three groups, it is clear that the CREG 
showed significant reduction in Triglycerides when compared 
to the other two groups. The AG also showed reduction in 
Triglycerides levels when compared to the YG. 
 

 
Table.1: Analysis of Covariance for triglycerides (For Pre training 

and Post training) 
 
This simple analysis on the post training adjusted mean values 
shows that there is significant reduction in the Triglycerides 
levels of the subjects due to the selected different exercise 
protocols of the selected medium intensity. 
 

 
Table.2: Pre training, Post training and adjusted post training means 

for Triglycerides: 
 
Though there is variance in the mean values of the 
Triglycerides because of the three protocols of the exercise, to 
find out the real difference and the cause of significant 
difference the Scheffe’s post hoc individual comparison test 
was conducted. The Scheffe’s post hoc individual comparison 
test for the individual groups is presented in table III.  The 
individual comparisons through the Scheffe’s post hoc test 
elicited that the CREG has brought out significant reduction in 
the Triglycerides of the subjects when compared to the other 
two experimental protocols of exercise. The AG and YG post 
training adjusted averages are different in values, the Scheffe’s 
post hoc comparison test indicated that the difference between 
the groups is insignificant and hence the training effect of the 
AG and YG is identical. But, all the three exercise protocol 
groups of the experimentation showed reduction in the 
Triglycerides levels as per the Scheffe’s post hoc individual 
comparison test when compared to the Control group. 
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Table.3: individual comparisons for triglycerides 

 
 

RESULTS & CONCLUSION 
All the three different durations selected for the aerobic 
exercise capsule viz YG, AG and CREG at the fifty percent 
maximal heart rate intensity caused for the significant 
decrease in the Triglyceride levels of the subjects. With regard 
to the variable of Triglyceride levels, the exercise protocol of 
CREG brought more significant decrease than the other 
experimentation protocols. 
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ABSTRACT 
present study was conducted to explore the effect of endurance training and resistance training in series and parallel on maximal 
Cardiovascular Parameters among men.  Thirty men students aged between 20 and 23 years were randomly selected and they were 
divided into three groups and each group contained 10 students.  Group I (n=10) underwent resistance and endurance training in 
series, group II (n=10) underwent resistance and endurance training in parallel and group III (n=10) acted as control.  For all groups 
Heart rate maximum (HR max), Stroke Volume maximum (SV max) and Cardiac output maximum ( max) were measured by using 
Bio-Monitor, M-Mode Doppler Echo Cardiogram and treadmill respectively. The training groups underwent 12 weeks of resistance 
and endurance training in series and parallel and no specific training was given to control group.  Two days prior to and after training 
HR max, SV max were measured.  Finally ( max)was calculated by multiplying HR max and SV max.  It concluded that series and  
parallel trainings have significantly improved the selected cardiovascular parameters as compared to control group. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The chronic and acute bouts of dynamic exercise require an 
increase in cardiovascular activity that is initially brought 
about by central command and modified by peripheral afferent 
inputs. Parasympathetic withdrawal provides the initial 
increase in Cardiac output, but when this becomes insufficient, 
sympathetic activity is increased.  Cardiovascular 
Consequences of dynamic exercise include increased heart 
rate, stroke volume, cardiac output and decreased peripheral 
resistance.  With regular dynamic exercise, a variety of other 
cardiovascular effects are superimposed on the acute 
responses.  These chromic changes include elevation of blood 
volume Greenleaf et. al; (1981) eccentric hypertrophy of the 
ventricular myocardium Roeske et. al; (1976) and reduction of 
heart rate Ekblom et. al; (1968). 

 

Training will significantly improve if we consider that, all 
training effects are based on exercise – induced changes in the 
organism and each change is specially dependent on the 
exercise nature, intensity and duration. Training causes 
biological adaptation to improve performance in a specific 
task.  To enhance physiological improvement, specific 
exercise and overload must be followed Veadmir (1995).  
Dynamic exercises provide an adaptation to cardiovascular 
system by increasing   and redistributing blood flow to the 
active muscles.  Neural regulations of the cardiovascular 
system regulate hemodynamic responses by increasing HR, 
SV,   and O2 extraction at the tissue level Richard Allen 
Williams (1999).            

The efficiency of an individual in performing physical 
activities depends basically on his/her cardio respiratory 

efficiency. Through training the efficiency of the circulatory 
and respiratory systems are improved Clarke (1976).  The 
increased cardiac output is accomplished through increases in 
both HR & SV.  Mitchel (1971).  Any system of circulation 
requires three essential components such as a pump, a system 
of channels or vessels and a fluid medium.  The heart, blood 
vessels and blood respectively, comprises these essential 
components.  Willmore (1996).. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY IMPLEMENTED 
Resistance exercise increase in acute blood pressure responses 
(> 300/180 mm Hg).  Resistance training has been shown to 
offer many hearts related benefits Kaimar (2000) & Polloc 
(1996).  And it is an effective method for improving body 
composition through exercise in lean body mass and therefore 
the resting metabolism Going (1995). No literature exists that 
would indicate resistance training has any negative effects on 
resting blood pressure responses to intense exercise may be 
viewed as positive adaptations and manifestation of 
extraordinary plasticity of the lifters cardiovascular system is 
response to stress.  In resistance training load refers to the 
mass or amount of weight or resistance utilized for a specific 
resistance is probably the most important parameter in 
resistance training.  The percentage of repetition (1 RM) is one 
of the best methods to determine the load Bompa (1999). 

Kaimal (1993) the cardiac profile of individual who 
participate regularly in various, isotonic exercise is 
characterized by left ventricular volume overload with 
increases left ventricular internal dimension, end diastolic 
volume, stroke volume and myocardial mass. Gettman (1981) 
resistance training can benefit the cardiovascular system.  In 
recent years investigators have determined the importance of 
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PARALLEL ON MAXIMAL CARDIO VASCULAR 
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combining resistance training into the regular rehabilitation 
programs for all kind of people of both sexes. 

According to Raglin & Willson (2000), it is commonly 
accepted that success in endurance sport is largely dependent 
on a successful early season training period in which athletes 
trains at a significantly greater volume than the amount 
required for physical fitness.  Morgan et al; (1987) & Bob O’ 
Connor (1997) believed that overtraining leads to improve 
endurance performance through a complex interaction of 
various neurological, cardiovascular, biochemical and 
muscular adaptation. 

Dtonne et,al., (1991), said that cardiovascular adaptations to 
dynamic endurance exercise training are dependent on the 
intensity and the duration of training.  In addition sequence 
variations in mitochondrial DNA have been attributed to 
individual differences in VO2 max and the response of 
training, thus leading evidence that one’s genetic propensity 
has an influence on training responses.  

According to Gettman & Pollock (1981), Resistance training 
can benefit the cardiovascular system, but in a manner 
different from conventional endurance training. Fleck (1988), 
Herman (1988) & Hickson et. al; (1988), opines that resistance 
training improve the ability of the heart, lungs and circulatory 
system to function under conditions of higher pressure and 
force production demonstrate the positive benefits. Resistance 
exercise prepares the athletes body for such extreme 
competitive demands.  Although very large acute blood 
pressure response to resistance exercise (> 300/180 mm Hg) 
have been observed. 

According to Mitchell & Blomquist (1991), dynamic 
endurance exercise training results in several cardiovascular 
adaptations that are beneficial both at rest and during exercise.  
Dynamic exercise training results in average VO2 max values 
of 55 to 60 ml/min/Kg.  However, VO2 max values of 80 
ml/min/Kg or more have been recorded in world class 
endurance trained athletes. Mitchel et. al; (1994), the change 
in stroke volume in response to exercise associated with 
exercise training is the main adaptation providing the impetus 
for increase in maximal cardiac output.  In sedentary 
individuals stroke volume plateaus at 40% of VO2 max 
whereas endurance trained athletes are capable of 
continuously increasing their SV to maximum.  Gledhill et. al., 
(1994). 

Smith & Mitchell (1988) revealed that stroke volume 
adaptations also occur as a result of increases in cardiac 
dimensions occurring with endurance exercise training.  
Therefore endurance training results in a lower heart rate and 
increase in stroke volume. More recent research has revealed 
that myocardial wall thickness also increase with endurance 
training rather than just with resistance training Landry et. al., 
(1985). 

III . STARLING LAW & METHODOLOGY 
IMPLEMENTED 

According to Edward L. Fox & Mathews (1981), this law 

states that the stroke volume increases in response to an 
increase in the volume of blood filling the heart ventricles 
during diastole (Ventricular relaxation).  The increase in 
diastolic volume causes a greater stretch on the cardiac fiber, 
which in turns promotes a more forceful ventricular systole 
(contractions).  As a result, a more blood is ejected and stroke 
volume increase. Dudley (1985), said that combining 
resistance training and endurance training activities appears to 
interpreter primarily with strong performance at high 
velocities of movement when strength and endurance training 
are alone in excess, maximal power performance is blunted.   
In contrast no adverse effects on aerobic power have yet been 
observed, despite the expected cellular changes caused by 
heavy resistance exercise.  During exercise HR combines with 
SV to provide an appropriate cardiac output ( ) at maximal or 
near maximal results of work, body might adjust to provide 
the  
optimal combination of HR and SV to maximize  . 
Mathematically these values were interpreted and calculated   
as given below Richard Allen Williams (1999). 
 
푄̇L/min = SV L/min X HR b/min. 
Present investigation was intended to examine the changes on 
HR, SV and 푄̇ was carefully measured.  
 
The sample of the study consisted of thirty men students from 
College of Physical Education, Kakatiya University, 
Warangal, Andhra Pradesh, India were randomly selected as 
subjects and their age ranged from 20 to 23 years.  Selected 
subjects did not participate in any systematic fitness training 
previously.  In order to be qualified as a subject each member 
gave a written informed consent and examined, subjects were 
declared that they were free from chronic diseases and 
physically fit.   The subjects were randomly assigned equally 
to one of the three groups in which group I (n=10) underwent 
series training (First six weeks resistance training and next six 
endurance training alone), group II (n=10) underwent parallel 
training (Resistance and endurance training in alternate 
sessions) and group III acted as control and they were 
instructed not to engage in any specific training.  All the 
subjects were sustained from smoking, alcohol and drugs. 
 

IV. TRAINING & DATA ANALYSIS 
 
During training period the two experimental groups namely 
series training and parallel training underwent their respective 
training program 4 days per week for 12 weeks in addition to 
their regular physical education activities.  Group I (series 
group) underwent resistance training only for first six weeks 
and endurance training in the next six weeks.  Group II 
underwent resistance training and endurance training in 
alternate sessions.  Every training session workout lasted for 
about 45-60 minutes including warm-up and limbering down 
exercise.  Group III (control) did not participate in any specific 
training.  However, they performed regular physical education 
activities. The subjects underwent their respective program 
under strict supervision.  All the subjects involved in the 
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training period.  None of them reported injuries, however, 
muscles soreness was reported in the early stage, subsided 
later.  On the basis of pilot study the initial load and their 
further progression was fixed for 12 weeks of period. 
 
The subjects of series, parallel and control groups were tested 
two days prior to after training program.  Heart rate maximum 
(HR max), stroke volume maximum    (SV max) and Cardiac 
output maximum (푄̇max) were measured with the help of  
Bio-monitor, M-Mode Dopller Echocardiogram (Kontron 
sigma HVD 44) and treadmill (HP cosmos pulsar; Nussdorf, 
Germany) at Medinova diagnostic service centre, Andhra 
Pradesh, India.  HR max and SV max were measured 
immediately after stress test.  In this the inclination of 
treadmill was set at 5%, speed at 10 km/hr, for     15 minutes. 
푄̇ max was estimated with HR max and SV max by 
interpreting the following formula. 
  
푄̇ L/min = SV L/beat x HR b/min.  Richard Allen Williams 
(1999) 
 
The data collected from experimental groups 2 days prior to 
and after the experimental period on HR max, SV max and 푄̇  
max were statistically analyzed for significant difference if 
any, by employing ANCOVA.  Data were analyzed by using 
computer with SPSS package.  The level of confidence was 
fixed at 0.05 for significance.  Scheffe’s post-hoc test was 
employed when the ‘F’ ratio of the adjusted post-test means 
was significant to find out the paired mean difference, if any 
among the groups of each variable separately. 
 

IV. RESULT ANALYSIS 
 

Table – I reveals the mean and standard deviation on heart 
rate maximum.  The ‘F’ value of adjusted past-test was 
numerically higher than table value. Hence, there exists a 
significant difference, among adjusted Post-test mans of 
series, parallel and control groups on HR maximum.  To 
determine which of the three paired means had significant 
difference.  The Scheffe’s test was applied as post-hoc test. 
From the results it was concluded that series and parallel 
training may decrease the heart rate maximum when compared 
to the controls.  Further it indicates insignificant difference 
between training groups on Heart Rate maximum. 
 
 

 
Table.1 : ANCOVA for pre and post-test data on heart rate maximum 

of series, parallel and control groups. 
*Significant at 0.05 level of confidence. 

The table value for significance at 0.05 level with df 2 and 27 and 
2 and 26 are 3.35 and 3.37 respectively 
 

The mean and standard deviation on stroke volume 
maximum of three groups are presented in Table – II.  The ‘F’ 
value of adjusted post-test was numerically higher than table 
‘F’ value. Hence, there exists a significant difference among 
adjusted post-test means of series, parallel and control groups. 
To determine which of the three paired means has a significant 
difference, the Scheffe’s test was applied as post-hoc test. 
From the result of the study it may be concluded that the 
adjusted Post-test mean differences on stroke volume 
maximum between series and control group and parallel and 
control group was found significant, where as there was no 
significant difference between series group and parallel group  
on stroke volume maximum. 
 

 
Table.2: ANCOVA for pre and post-test data on Stroke volume 

maximum of series, parallel and control groups. 
 
*Significant at 0.05 level of confidence. 
The table value for significance at 0.05 level with df 2 and 27 and 
2 and 26 are 3.35 and 3.37 respectively. 
 

The mean and standard deviation on Cardiac output 
maximum of three groups are presented in Table – III.  The 
‘F’ value of adjusted post-test was numerically higher than 
table ‘F’ value.  Hence, there exists a significant difference 
among adjusted post-test means of series, parallel and control 
groups on Cardiac output maximum. To determine which of 
the three paired means had a significant difference, the 
Scheffe’s test was applied as post-hoc test. 
 

The results may be concluded that there is a 
significant difference between series group and control group 
and parallel and control group on 푄̇  maximum and no 
significant difference was found between series group and 
parallel group on 푄̇ maximum. 

 

 
Table.3 : ANCOVA for pre and post-test data on Cardiac output 

maximum of series, parallel and control groups. 
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Fig.1 : Bar Diagrams of pre, post and adjusted post-test means of 

series, parallel and control groups on Heart Rate maximum, Stroke 
volume maximum and Cardiac output maximum. 

 
 

DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUSION 
By undergoing a systematic training at a level above normal, a 
variety of physiological adaptations take place in the body that 
makes it function more effectively.  The best training is that 
which increase the desired quality at a higher rate without 
causing unwanted effects.  Boucher & Malina (1993). 

 
Heart rate maximum: 
From the results it has been concluded that, both the resistance 
training and endurance training in series and parallel has 
decreased Heart Rate maximum when compared with Control 
group.  Further the result indicates in significant difference 
between training on Heart Rate maximum. 
 
In the present study series and parallel type of resistance and 
endurance training decreased the HR max.  It is due to 
constant increase of load in these workout bouts.  But when 
comparing the HR max between training groups it shows 
insignificant difference it may due to the following reasons. 
Willmore & Costill (1994), before the start of exercise, pre-
exercise HR usually increases well above normal resting 
value.  This is called an anticipatory response.  This response 
is mediated through release of the neurotransmitter nor 

epinephrine from sympathetic nervous system and the 
hormone epinephrine from adrenal gland.  Vagal tone 
probably also decreases.  Because of the pre-exercise HR 
elevation, the present study fails to have significant difference 
between training on HR maximum. By considering above 
scientific facts, the following conclusions were drawn.  
Resistance and endurance training in series and parallel may 
decrease the HR max, further HR max is found insignificant 
difference between training. 

 
Stroke volume maximum: 
From the results it has been concluded that, both the resistance 
and endurance training in series and parallel increases SV 
maximum level when compared with control group.  The 
results of training effect on SV maximum have shown 
insignificant difference. Hence the researcher concluded that 
series and parallel method of resistance and endurance training 
has significantly improved SV maximum.  This result may in 
conformity with the following findings. 
 
During exercise there is an increase in SV resulting from both 
the Frank-starling mechanism and a decreased end-systolic 
volume Poliner et. al., (1980).  The latter is due to increased 
ventricular contractility, secondary to catecholamine mediated 
sympathetic stimulation.  Kanstrup et. al., (1995), felt that 12 
weeks of exercise training resulted in a significant increase in 
VO2 peak despite a blunted SV and ejection fraction (Ef) 
response during sub maximal cycle exercise.  Further more, 
the heightened SV and Ef were mediated by increases in 
preload and LV contractile reserve and to a decrease in arterial 
after load.  After training, the heightened   was also due to an 
increase in HR and SV. 
 
Smith & Mitchell (1988), felt that increasing SV is an 
accordance to the diminished possibility of accelerating 
venous return due to the absence of an active muscle pump.  
This response indicates that trained subjects relied on the 
Frank-starling mechanism to support SV and EF.  The SV 
adaptations also occur as a result of increase in Cardiac 
dimensions occurring with endurance training.  Therefore 
endurance training results in a lower HR and an increase SV. 
 
Cardiac output maximum: 
From the results it has been concluded that both the resistance 
and endurance training in series and parallel has improved   
max when compare with control group.  Further the result 
indicates that there is insignificant difference between series 
and parallel training groups.  The results of the study may in 
conformity with the following findings. Walgenbach & 
Donald (1983), have observed that maximal   can be twice as 
much in elite athletes than in untrained individuals.  The 
changes in maximal   are primarily due to changes in SV, 
because maximal HR is unaffected by training.  Dynamic 
exercise training leads to a decrease in resting HR, and a 
reduction in HR at any sub maximal workload.  These 
reductions in HR are due to an increase in parasympathetic 
influences on the heart. 
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Eklob et. al., (1988), reported,  is increased four to five fold 
than at resting condition for well training endurance athletes. 
Turkvich et. al., (1988), Viewed that during exercise HR 
combines with SV to provide an appropriate.   Athletes heart 
have adapted to training by drastically increasing their SV, so 
lower HR maximum values can provide optimal .  

 
Implications: 
The athletes who demands more energy either 
aerobic/anaerobic to complete their task are recommended to 
under go resistance training and endurance training in series or 
parallel to develop their energy system by increasing stroke 
volume maximum and cardiac output maximum and reducing 
heart rate maximum.. 
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ABSTRACT 
Yoga and physical instruction are not opposite controls yet correlative orders.  Today, we find absence of legitimate co-appointment 
between yoga and physical training.  This may be because of absence of understating about the conceivable commitment of yoga for 
the profit of physical instruction. We are, therefore, unable to exploit yoga in improving the field of physical instruction and games. 
The technique and systems of yoga and physical instruction vary in their degree and methodology. When we talk about yoga and 
physical training we should first unmistakably comprehend the thoughts of yoga and physical instruction. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The National policy on Education 1986 has recommended the 
inclusion of Yoga along with sports for students’ youths.  
However, this attempt of associating Yoga with sports and 
physical education is not new.  Yoga entered the field of 
physical education some six decades back. Swami 
Kuvalayananda was first person and the Kaivalyadhama 
founded by him is the first institution who brought scientific 
evidence about the utility of the yogic practices for the 
promotion of health and physical fitness. In 1956 when the 
national plan for physical education was prepared, a 
curriculum of yogic exercise was accepted along with other 
activities.  Thus yogic exercises become an integral part of 
physical education programme. 

Yoga and physical education are not contrary disciplines but 
complementary disciplines.  Today, we find lack of proper co-
ordination between yoga and physical education.  This may be 
due to lack of understating about the possible contribution of 
yoga for the benefit of physical education. We are, there fore, 
unable to take full advantage of yoga in developing the field of 
physical education and sports. The method and techniques of 
yoga and physical education differ in their scope and 
approach. Before we discussion about yoga and physical 
education we must first clearly understand the concepts of 
yoga and physical education. 

 

II. PHYSICAL EDUCATION  

The two separate words involve in physical education are 
“physical “and “education”.  The word physical refers to the 
body. It is often used in reference to various bodily 
characteristics, Such as physical strength, physical appearance, 
physical development and physical health. The word 
education means systematic instruction or training or 
preparation for some particular task or preparation for life. 

Education is the ongoing process of learning and total 
development the occurs throughout our lifespan. The 
profession of physical education has changed dramatically in 
the last two decades. The breadth and depth of knowledge 
with in the discipline of physical education has grown. This 
expansion has promoted the growth of specialized, areas of 
study with in physical education. In recent years there have 
been considerable discussion among members of the physical 
education profession and many other names have been 
proposed to replace the term physical education. These names 
include movement science, sports science, exercise science 
and physical education and sports. Still few professionals are 
in favors of retaining the present term physical education. 
They argue that instead of changing a little, a new image of 
physical education should be developed to accurately reflect 
its evolving nature and expanding scope. 

Despite confusions, contradictions, and misunderstandings 
concerning physical education more effective interpretation of 
the purpose and substance of physical education is being 
carried on today than in the past. The air of organized physical 
education is stated to be the “maximal contribution to the 
optimal development of the individuals’ potentialities in all 
phases of life by placing him in an environment of physical 
activities”.  Thus physical activates are the means while 
optimal development of individuals potentialities in all phases 
of life is the aim of physical education. 

The method of physical education to attain its objectives 
consists of various movements which can be classified as 
follows. 

1. Natural or play full activities:     

 (a) Self - testing activities 

 (b) Dramatic activities 

 (c) Rhythmical activities 

 (d) Hunting plays 

A STUDY : PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND YOGA HEALTH SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Physical, Education, Yoga , 
Student. 
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 (e) Athletic activities 

 (f) Personal Combative activities 

 (g) Water activities 

 (h) Winter activities related to Snow and ice. 

2. Related activities: 

 (a) Locomotors adjustments 

 (b) Outing activities like Hiking, Trekking etc., 

 (c) Industrial activities. 

3. Formalized or  invented movements: 

 (a) Marching, Military Drills 

 (b) Postural Instructions 

 (c) Special Corrective movements. 

 

These vigorous movements contribute to development of 
various factors of physical fitness 

III . YOGA 
Although the word ‘yoga’ has many connotations, 
etymologically it means ‘Integration’. The term ‘Samatva” of 
Bhagawadgita conveys the same meaning.  Other terms like 
homeostasis, equilibrium, balance harmonious development 
etc, more or less suggest the same thing. The aim of yoga 
itself is integration of personality in its all aspects. In order to 
help the development of such integration various techniques 
are employed. These techniques or practices enjoined in yogic 
literature and handed down in different traditions also go 
under the name of yoga. The various yogic practice may be 
classified in to (a) Asanas (b) Pranayamas (c) Bandhas and 
Mudras (d) Kriyas and Meditation. 

(a) Asanas: 

These are certain special patterns of postures that stabilise the 
mind and body. The aim at establishing proper rhythm in the 
neuromuscular tonic impulses and improving the general tone 
of the muscles.  

(b) Pranayama: 

These are the practices in the control of respiratory impulses 
which form one of the main channels of the flow of autonomic 
nerve currents. 

(c) Bandhas and Mudras: 

In these practices one tries to consciously control certain semi-
voluntary and involuntary muscles in the body. These 
influence the activity of the autonomic nervous system which 
functions as a whole.  These tone up internal organs, 
decongest them and stimulate their healthy functioning.                         

(d)  Kriyas: 

These are cleansing processes, usually classified into six 
divisions, each of which consists of many Sub-sections. They 

bring in control over the autonomic nervous system. 

(e)  Meditation: 

It involves mental practice from initial withdrawal of the 
senses to the complete oblivion of the external environment. 
There are innumerable stages and practices which could be 
included under this head. For undergoing yogic practice an 
adequate substratum is formed by resorting to a mode of self 
imposed code of conduct technically known as yamas and 
niyamas. They form the very basis of yoga and are considered 
to be an essential part of yogic routine, howsoever, on a mild 
scale 

 
IV. COMMON OBJECTIVES OF YOGA AND 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
 
A similarity is found in the aims and objectives of both yoga 
and physical education.  “Physical education is an integral part 
of the educational process which enhances and harmonises the 
physical, intellectual social and emotional aspects of an 
individual’s personality, chiefly through directed physical 
activity.”  Education is a change, ad modification or an 
adjustment with internal and external environment. “It is the 
development of the power of adaptation to an ever-changing 
social environment.”  Yoga and education both have the 
common aim of an all round development of personality. 
“Education is the manifestation of the perfection already in 
man.”  
 
“Swamy Vivekananda” The meanings and aim of yoga is also 
the same integration of personality at all levels.  Health and 
physical fitness and emotional stability are the two objectives 
which bring yoga and physical education on a common 
platform for the benefit of human individuals. Health is a more 
general and comprehensive term conveying the “Feeling of 
well being”. While physical fitness is a more specific term. 
Physical fitness is an organic fitness. It may be defined as”the 
capacity of an individual to perform a given task at a particular 
time.”  There are several factors of physical fitness. The 
important ones may be enumerated as (a) speed (b) strength 
(c) stamina (endurance) (d) suppleness (e) stability (f) still 
(neuro-muscular co-ordination). Health and physical fitness 
are not static.  They are always changing.  They follow” The 
law of use and disuse”. Health and physical fitness can be 
maintained only by carefully selected physical activities which 
h are called “exercise”. The utility of a particular exercise 
programme con be evaluated only in terms of the effects that 
are obtained in promoting a particular factor or factors of 
physical fitness. Emotional stability denotes training of 
attitudes and spirit of adjustment with the external and internal 
environments. Emotions are feeling which bring in psycho 
physiological changes or reactions. Emotional stability is also 
described as emotional maturity, which accepts unpleasant 
facts of life as concrete situations to be faced and handled 
rather than hated. 
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IV. CONTRIBUTION OF YOGA TO THE 
FIELD OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND 

SPORTS 
 
Contribution of Yoga to the field of physical education and sports 
Utility of yoga in physical education and sports may be considered 
from the following points of view. 
 
(A)  Systems of yoga and its importance: 

Scriptures classify yoga into various systems namely Karma yoga, 
Bhakthi yoga, Jnana Yoga, Halth Yoga, Mantra Yoga, Yantra Yoga, 
Laya and Kundalini Yoga, Tantra Yoga and Raja Yoga. All the 
systems of yoga are important for physical educationists and players. 
But the degree of importance may vary depending upon the nature of 
Yoga. 
1. Karma Yoga is useful for players to develop the steadiness as mind 
through selfless action. 
2. Applications of Bhakthi Yoga principles help the physical 
educationists and players to achieve better emotional stability. 
3. Jnana Yoga provides knowledge, insight and wisdom, which are 
essential to lead a successful life. 
4. Haltha Yoga helps the physical educationists and players to have 
better control over the body. 
5. Regular practice of mantra yoga develops the coordinated action of 
body and mind of players. 
6. Yantra Yoga develops concentration. 
7. Players can practice laya and Kundalini Yoga at later age to lead a 
peaceful life. 
8. Tantra Yoga is a general form for the physiological discipline and 
union by harnessing sexual energy. 
9. The Practitioner of raja yoga becomes the ruler of mind. It is the 
yoga of will. The yoga of mind culture or psychic control (Raja 
Yoga) gives a practical and easy approach to reach higher state of 
consciousness. 

 
 

(B)  Yoga for the Prevention of Sports injuries: 
Every sport involves vigorous movements. All vigorous activities 
shorten muscles and make them more susceptible to pulls and strains. 
It is necessary that the more a person involves himself in intensive 
and vigorous exercise the more he needs to stretch. 
 
Hearbert A devries has shown the utility of stretching procedures in 
the prevention of athletic injuries. When athletes exercise vigorously 
their muscles are injured slightly with healing, the effected muscle 
become shorter and tighter. Such a muscle is more susceptible to 
injury. Those who do not stretch lack flexibility and are more 
frequently injured.  In sports like running the muscles most 
commonly injured by pulls and strains are the Hamstrings and the 
calf muscles. Athletes competing in running sport should regularly 
practice stretching. 

 
Athletes engaged in running events should perform at least four 
Asanas to prevent injuries during running events. These are  
1. Padahastaasana 
2. Pasheimautanaasana 
3. Ugaraasana and 
4. Halaasana. 

 
(C) Yoga for the cure of sports injuries: 
Aasanas – Yogic stretching exercises not only prevent sports injuries 
but also cure some of them in the form of muscle spasms etc. 
 
Herbert de varies has reported the utility of the stretching procedures 

of Hatha yoga in relieving certain conditions of muscles due to 
injuries in sports.  

 
(D) Yoga for the promotion of sports: 
Application of yogic exercises has a considerable scope in the 
promotion of sports. Promotion of sports depends on  
(1) basic fitness factors  
(2) specific sports skills and  
(3) psychological factor. 

 
a. Promotion of Basic Fitness factors through Yoga: - Scientific 
researches have shown enough evidence about how yoga could be 
gainfully employed in the promotion of basic fitness factors. Using 
elaborate Fleishman Battery of Basic Fitness Tests it was seen that 
even a short term yogic training could improve different basic fitness 
factors. 

 
b. Promotion of Specific Sports Skills: - Development of sports skills 
depend on proper neuromuscular co-ordination. This co-ordination 
seems to be better influenced through yogic exercises. Various books 
are being written indicate the help of yoga rendered in the field of 
sports. Stretching improves the performance of all sports. The steady 
stretching in asana prepares the necessary back ground. 

 
c. Promotion of Psychological Factors: - Emotional factor is very 
important in the performance of sports. It rightly used emotions can 
contribute to the improvement of the performance in sports. Emotions 
are governed by the working of the autonomic nervous system. 
Control over the autonomic nervous system brings the emotional 
disturbances down. Yogic exercises as a group play a significant role 
in the training of the autonomic nervous system. Stretching exercises 
like aasanas relaxation techniques and breathing exercises in the form 
of praanaayaama are excellent in conditioning the autonomic nervous 
system. A few studies made on the effects of a short term yogic 
routine have shown the utility of yoga in the achievement of 
emotional stability. 

 
(E) Maintenance of physical fitness during participation period and in off – 
season: 

Physical fitness is a must for any good performance in sports. 
Different sports require different types of fitness emphasizing on a 
particular fitness factor. How ever, a general level of physical fitness 
is necessary for every sportsman. The law of use and disuse suggests 
that if you want to be fit you must exercise. The routine of exercise 
differs from individual to individual according to purpose. Sports 
man also select different routines of exercise during the season of 
participation. But basic levels of physical fitness must be maintained 
even during off season. This can be attained excellently by indulging 
in yogic routine. Yogic exercise deal with the vital organs of the body 
on which health depends. The precursor of physical fitness lies in the 
efficient working of the vital organs of the body and yoga aim at it. 
 

CONCLUSION 
Form the above discussion it will be clear that the deficiencies 
of the means of physical education and sports could be 
removed by including some of the means of yoga for the 
benefit of persons engaged in physical education and sports. 
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ABSTRACT 
The point of the study was to research the studies in Improving running economy and Performance of long separation runners from 
Acharya Nagarjuna University, Andhra Pradesh, India have indicated that running economy (RE) is the most essential variable for 
long separation runners and sets exclusive players separated regarding execution. In spite of the fact that other physiological 
components are critical, for example, Strength preparing, Altitude introduction, Training in a warm to the earth. Standard way of 
thinking says its high-impact limit, or Vo2 Max. Anyway look at the 5 quickest runners at any race, and the champ won't essentially 
have the most noteworthy Vo2 max. So what's the mystery? It's running economy. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Running economy is a measure of how efficiently a person 
uses oxygen while running at a given pace. Expressed as the 
rate of oxygen consumption per distance covered (ml/kg/km), 
running economy is the energy required running sub 
maximally at a given velocity. Those who are able to consume 
less oxygen while running at a given velocity are said to have 
a better running economy. Running economy takes into 
consideration one's body mass and oxygen consumption at a 
steady state within his aerobic range.( Houmard JA, et al., 
1991) In distance running, an athlete may attempt to improve 
performance through training designed to improve running 
economy. It has been found to be a good predictor of race 
performance; it has been found to be a stronger correlate of 
performance than maximal oxygen uptake (VO2 max) in 
trained runners with the same values (Saunders, 2004). The 
literature relating to RE is vast and the determinants of RE 
supported by empirical data. 

A number of variables that may affect running economy, for 
example vertical motion while running, the ability of the 
muscles to absorb energy during the shock of landing and 
transfer it to push-off, biomechanical factors, technique and 
type of activity, fitness and training, age, fatigue, gender, race, 
weight of clothing and shoes, and environmental conditions 
(Noakes, Tim. 2003 and Daniels JT et al.,  1985).  Various 
studies have shown long distance runners are more 
economical than middle distance runners and sprinters at 
speeds of 6-12 miles per hour (10-19 kilometres per hour) 
(Kenney et al., 2012). At those speeds, film analysis has 
shown that sprinters and middle distance have more vertical 
motion than marathoners. 

The main advantage of long distance runners are to maintain 
the volume of oxygen according to economy. According to 
The Runner's Body (Rodale, May 2009), the role of VO2 max 
has been way overvalued. If athlete wants to run faster and 

farther, the authors say, athlete have got to improve athlete 
running economy, or how efficiently athlete body uses 
oxygen. Like the fuel economy of a car, the less oxygen and 
energy athlete need to run at a certain pace, the longer athlete 
can go without ending up, well, gassed. Running economy is 
the energy demand for the given speed of the runner. Runners 
who have good running economy use less energy and 
therefore less oxygen than runners with poor RE at the same 
speed. As such, there is a strong association between RE and 
distance performance, with RE being a better predictor of 
performance than maximal oxygen uptake (VO2 max) in elite 
runners (Daniels JT et al., 1985). 

 

II. PREVIOUS WORK 
Mega-athletes' VO2 max, one of the best indicators of aerobic 
fitness. VO2 max, or maximal oxygen uptake, indicates the 
amount of oxygen consumed in milliliters per kilogram of 
body weight per minute. The higher the number, the more 
oxygen athlete get to the muscles, and the faster or longer 
athlete run. The main factors namely Lung ventilation, 
Oxygen carriage by blood, Oxygen delivery by the heart and 
oxygen uptake by the tissue. Target’s oxygen uptake is a 
reported 84. At his peak, Armstrong's came in at 85. 
Norwegian cross-country skier Bjorn Daehlie boasted a 94, the 
highest ever recorded.(Millet GP et al., 2002). 

If athlete wants a high VO2 max, choose athlete parents 
carefully. One group of scientists concluded that heredity 
determines up to 50 present of athlete endurance ability. Still, 
that leaves 50 percent that can be influenced by training. 
While an outrageous VO2 max isn't the only ticket to running 
greatness Frank Sorter’s and Alberto Salazar's maxes were in 
the low 70s increasing it can boost athlete race times. A five-
point jump, for example, can translate into a seven percent 
improvement, or 90 seconds for a 20-minute 5-K. And a 
moderately fit runner can increase VO2 max by as much as 25 
percent (Bransford et al., 1977). 

IMPROVING ECONOMYAND PERFORMANCE OF 
LONG DISTANCE RUNNERS 

HEALTH SCIENCE 
 
KeyWords : Economy, Performance, 
Distance, Runners. 
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Factors affecting running economy Running economy is 
influenced by a number of factors, the diagram below includes 
all major factors affecting running economy. 

 

 

II. METHODOLOGY & TOOLS 
IMPLEMENTED 

Long runners can be the most challenging part of long run 
training, especially as the efficiency and performance. A 
Swedish national coach Gosta Holmer introduced training 
methods and adapted it to produce Fartlek training in the early 
1930's. Fartlek is literally "speed play" with bursts of varying 
lengths (440m up to 5000m) and intensities injected into a run 
over natural trains and forests with recoveries varying as well. 
Fartlek developed great speed endurance and lead to Swedes 
Haag, Strand and Anderson setting numerous world records.. 
After training again long run was conducted and the result 
data has been compared with the untrained date conducted 
from 30 to 90 days by 7 training dynamics. 

 

Event 1 has been conducted by 440 X 5 on race pace on day 
one, day two 3 X 880’ near mile pace had been conducted. 
Day three were scheduled 30 Mt Fartlek, 5 X 440 at race pace 
on day fore , and fifth day will be scheduled for off and sixth 
day has been conducted by long race and seventh day 60 min 
fartlek respectively. This training dynamic schedule has been 
conducted for 90 days, and the performance was calculated 
and tabulated at every 30 days according to training dynamic 
event. 

 
IV. DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 
In summary, runners whose focus is to improve times and 
performance should focus some of their training time on 
improving their running economy. Running itself will enhance 
their aerobic capabilities but we have seen in this study that 
the improvement of performance and economy. (Paavolainen 
L et al., 1999). 
 

 

Fig.1: 4 X 440 Training dynamics performance by five variables 

 
Fig.2: 3 X 880 Mt Training dynamics performance by five variables 

 
Fig.3: 30 min Fartlek Training dynamics performance by five 

variables 

 
Fig.4: 5 X 440 Mt Training dynamics performance by five variables 
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Fig.5: 60 min Fartlek training dynamics performance by five 

variables 

 

 
Fig.6: 30 km long run performance of individual variable before and 

after training 
 
In this study five different training dynamics have been 
performed with five variables, namely 440 X 5 on race pace , 
3 X 880’ Mt , 30 Mt Fartlek, 5 X 440 at race pace  and long 
race for 60 min after 24 hr off for improving the economy and 
performance. In five training dynamics all the variables have 
shown improved performance ( Fig 1 to 5). Before training 
dynamics the 5 selected variables (Athletes) have been tested 
their performance in 30 km long run and tabulated their 
respective run times. Similarly after training again all 5 
variables have been tested with 30 km long run and tabulated 
their run time. The long run performance had been observed 
before training dynamics and after training dynamics, where it 
given far better improvement in efficiency and performance as 
shown in fig 6.  Each variable has improved their performance 
2.4 to 3.4 hr, where it shown that ultimate improvement of 
economy, performance and VO2 utilization by the athlete. 
 

CONCLUSION 
Elite runners have remarkable running economy: they are able 
to use a minimal amount of oxygen for maximum speed. Like 
a car that uses the least amount of fuel for the greatest 

distance, runners with the greatest economy have the best 
performance. Research shows that intelligent training 
eliminates wasteful movement and muscle contractions that 
consume oxygen without moving the runner forward. Here are 
some of the latest and most innovative training tips to help you 
maximize the body's use of oxygen fuel. The most effective 
training for enhancing running economy has shown in this 
study. The athletes run more, the more athlete body learns to 
move with economy. Evidence shows that novice runners need 
to put in the hours needed to activate this learning. The best 
training tip for them is running long distances (440 to 5000 
Mt), short distance in limited time and testing exhaust running 
capability of a athlete at a slow to moderate pace will improve 
the economy and performance of  athlete. 
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M. Sudhakar Babu Research Scholar, UCPESS, Acharya Nagarjuna University, Guntur, A.P 
 
ABSTRACT 
The reason for the study was to figure out the impact of Pranayama and Transcendental Meditation on beat rate and circulatory strain 
of the Male scholars of the  Acharya Nagarjuna University,  Andhra Pradesh. The theory of the examination researcher were that if (1) 
Pranayama or Transcendental Meditation or both have an impact on individual as to his physiological parameters, specifically beat 
rate, systolic pulse and diastolic circulatory strain and (2) in the event that any or all have positive impacts on a singular's 
physiological parameters in particular beat rate systolic and diastolic pulse which one has more impact. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Breathing is of the supreme importance, without food, man 
can live for a couple of days, without drink for a couple of 
hours, but without air man’s life will seize within a couple of 
minutes or seconds. Majority of the people breathe more or 
less badly and their lungs are not proper ventilated.  Millions 
of young man and women are suffering from digestive trouble, 
respiratory ailments palpation, irritability and lack of 
concentration. The practice of Yoga Pranayama and 
Meditation has to be seen against the traditional back drop of 
Hindu belief and culture through Yoga is not a religion, it is a 
system of psycho-physical techniques that people can employ 
for spiritual unfoldment and its history is linked with that of 
Hinduism into which it was incorporated by the Brahmin the 
priestly cast. To understand better Yoga Pranayama and 
meditation goals, methods and terminology, we should have 
some acquaintance with its Hindu and mystical frame of 
reference Pranayama means control of life force through the 
art of breathing.  Pranayama is the fourth part of the eight fold 
Yoga. The great yogi Iyengar describes pranayama, “Prana”, 
means breath, respiration, life, vitality energy or strength when 
used in the plural, it denotes certain vital breaths or currents of 
energy (Prana-Vayus) “ayama”, means stretch, extension, 
expansion, length, breath, regulation, prolongation, restraint or 
control.  “Pranayama”, thus means the prolongation of breath 
and its resteraint. ‘Patanjali’ in his yoga sutras describes 
pranayama as the controlled intake and out flow of breath in a 
firmly established posture.  

 

Pranayama is an art and has techniques to make the respiratory 
organs to move and expand intentionally, rhythmically and 
intensively.  It consists of long, sustained suitable flow 
inhalation (puraka), exhalation (rechaka) and retention of 
breath (Kumbaka).  Puraka stimulates system; rechaka throws 
out vitiated air and toxins; Kumbaka distributes the energy 

throughout the body. According to the knowledge gathered 
from Hatha Pradeepika,  

Pranayama has been mentioned as eight kinds of Kumbakas.  

1. Suryabhedana  

2. Ujjayi 

3. Sitakari 

4. Sitali 

5. BHASTIKA 

6. Bharamari 

7.Murcha 

8.Plavani 

 

All these varieties of Pranayama are said to have their own 
effect, as they have also have different forms of their practice. 
But for this study the researcher selected Bhastrika Pranayama 
for Physiological effects. 

 

II.  BHASTRIKA PRANAYAMA 

Adopt the Padmasana or Vajrasana.  Place the left leg upon the right 
thigh.  Keep the neck and abdomen in erect condition.  Keep the 
mouth closed, inhale and exhale the air quickly through the nose.  It 
is as like as the black smith works with his bellows in the same way 
inhale and exhale quickly, do Kapalabhati.  Once you become tired, 
immediately stop and do Puraka with right nostril.  Fill the lungs 
completely with air hold the breath firmly and try to gaze at the tip of 
nose. Pranayama effects arterial and venous blood flow far more 
favourably with controlled abdomen and secures a larger quantity of 
oxygen during inhalation than with protracted abdomen.  The idea 
that an individual absorbs larger quantities of oxygen during 
pranayama is a myth.  Pranayama trains the respiratory apparatus is 
such away that during the remaining part of the body the respiration 
is carried out most efficiently and larger quantities of oxygen are 
absorbed throughout the day than ordinarily it would be possible. 

EFFECT OF PRANAYAMA AND TRANCEDENTAL 
MEDITATION ON PULSE-RATE AND BLOOD 
PRESSURE OF MALE STUDENTS OF A.N.U. 

ANDHRA PRADESH 
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III . TRANSCEDENTAL MEDITATION 
The technique of Transcendental Meditation involves the use 
of sound or Mantra and is practiced for 15 to 20 minutes twice 
per day, while sitting comfortably with close eyes.  Through 
this technique, as the mind quite down and experiences finer 
thoughts, and the practitioner can become aware that thought 
itself is transcended and can have the experience of what we 
call ‘Source of thought’, ‘Pure awareness’, or ‘transcendental 
Being’, ‘the ultimate reality of life’.  

Meditation was taught to involve some attempt to concentrate 
or control the mind.  It was considered to be very difficult; 
hardly any one was supposed to succeed in it, even after many 
years of practice.  But Maharishi says that Transcendental 
Meditation technique is easy to learn and to practices infact 
effortlessness is the very key to its effectiveness. 
Transcendental Meditation technique allows the mind to settle 
in experience the silent reservoir of energy, creation within 
everyone a natural state of restful alerting the brain functions 
with significantly greater or gains deep rest. According to 
Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, as the mind quites down and the 
experiences finer thoughts, the Transcendental Meditation 
practitioner can become aware that thought itself is 
transcended and can have experience of what he calls the 
‘source of thought’, pure awareness’ or ‘Transcendental 
Being’, the ultimate reality of life.  

Studies have suggested either a cause effect relationship or a 
positive correlation between practice of the Transcendental 
Meditation technique and changes in health-related 
physiological states, including improvement in lung function 
for patients with asthma, reduction of high blood pressure.  
R,K.Wallace found that the Transcendental Meditation 
Technique produced a physiological state that the researchers 
called a “wakeful hypo metabolic state” during which they 
found significant reductions in respirations minute ventilation, 
tidal volume, and blood lactate”. respirations minute 
ventilation, tidal volume, and blood lactate”. respirations 
minute ventilation, tidal volume, and blood lactate”. 

 
IV. DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 
The subjects for the study were selected from among the 
population of 75 male students, who belonged to the age group 
of seventeen to Nineteen years old.  These seventy five were, 
again divided into three groups and the experimental variables 
were randomly assigned. 
The groups were formed 
Pranayama (Group-I)  
Transcendental group (Group-II) 
Pranayama and  
Transcendental group (Group-III)  

 
The subjects were allowed to get themselves familiarised with 
the technique of measuring pulse-rate and blood pressure for 
two or three days only the measures of pulse-rate, blood 
pressure (Systolic and diastolic) takes during the fourth day 
were considered and recorded as initial measure of the pulse-

rate, systolic and diastolic of the three groups. 
Then the subjects were aquatinted with the techniques of the 
Anacova was used to interpret the data. 
 
 

CONCLUSION 
Research on modern lines on physio-psychological techniques 
of yoga and pranayama reveals that far ahead of, and for more 
satisfying and never ending appetites for instinctive pleasures, 
stand the higher mental plans of tranquillity combined with 
efficiency, regulated instincts and balanced emotions and 
judgements. In the present study three different yogic training 
on selected physiological variables, pulse-rate and blood 
pressure.  It proved favourable the study would enable to the 
yoga trainers to adhere to these training to lead them towards 
the development of healthiness in patients and also 
improvement of respiratory movements and cardiovascular 
fitness and thereby towards better performance in sports and 
games and improve the concentration level in Education. 
Pranayama does reduce systolic blood pressure, but it has no 
effect on pulse- rate or diastolic blood pressure. 
Transcendental Meditation has a positive effect on systolic 
blood pressure only. Pranayama and TM, practiced together, 
bring good effect on systolic blood pressure and not effect 
pulse-rate and diastolic blood pressure. 
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ABSTRACT 
In the present study, an attempt is made to study Anthropometric measurements and BMI (Body mass index) among the 25 Badminton 
players. The sample included 25 athletes, 20 male athletes, mean age 17.56 years and 5 female athletes, mean age 15.5 years 
respectively. The mean body weight (53.5 kg), and mean height (162 cm) etc.., were calculated and compared .The mean BMI among 
the 25 Badminton players is 20.35. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sports performance is based on a complex and intricate 
diversity of variables, which include physical (general and 
specific conditions), psychological (personality and 
motivation) and body (body morphology, anthropometry and 
body composition) factors. The relationship between 
morphological variables and sports performance is the object 
of study of anthropometry and is an important element to be 
analyzed. Studies have pointed out the importance of physical 
characteristics for different sports such as volleyball (Carvalho 
et al, 2005; Duncan et al, 2006; Malousarisa et al, 2007), 
rugby (Gabbett, 2002), and basketball (Neto e césar, 2005). 
However, few studies in the literature have investigated 
physical and physiological characteristics of badminton 
(Faude et al, 2007; Chint et al, 1995; Cabello e gonzález-
badillo,2003). Badminton was added as an Olympic sport in 
1992, in the Barcelona Olympic Games. It is estimated that 
approximately 200 million people play this sport modality 
(Chint et al, 1995). 

Body Mass Index (BMI) is calculated from a person’s body 
weight and height. BMI is a reliable indicator of body fatness 
It does not measure body fat directly, but correlates to direct 
measures of body fat. BMI can be considered an alternative 
for direct measures of body fat. Additionally, BMI is an 
inexpensive and easy-to-perform method of screening for 
weight categories that may lead to health problems. BMI is 
used as a screening tool to identify possible weight problems 
for adults. However, BMI is not a diagnostic tool. For 
example, a person may have a high BMI. However, to 
determine if excess weight is a health risk, a healthcare 
provider would need to perform further assessments. These 
assessments might include skin-fold thickness measurements, 
evaluations of diet, physical activity, family history, and other 
appropriate health screenings. Calculating BMI is one of the 
best methods for population assessment of overweight and 
obesity. As calculation requires only height and weight, it is 
inexpensive and  

easy to use for clinicians and for the general public. The use of 
BMI allows people to compare their own weight status to that 
of the general population. 

 
Table.1: BMI = Weight (in Kg)/ Height (in m2) 

Badminton is an athletic discipline dominated by sportspeople 
with prominent motorist abilities of explosive strength, 
absolute strength, movement speed, agility and coordination. 
The subject of the research is the body mass index, 
anthropometric dimensions – body height, leg length, and 
arms’ length. 

 

II. METHODOLOGY & TOOLS 
IMPLEMENTED 

The sample, consists of 25 athletes, 20 male, and 5 female 
Badminton players of age group of 15 -18 years, in Guntur 
and measurements are taken with standard instruments and 
analyzed. 

 
III. DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 
Table no 1  depicts the  distribution of mean  values of Age, 

Height, Body weight and Body mass index ,leg length, and 
arm length .The mean age  is more in males compared  to 
females,  it may be due to culturally determined factors, 
altitudes, perceptions of the parents etc. The mean height and 

A STUDY ON ANTHROPOMETRIC 
MEASUREMENTS AND BMI AMONG THE 

BADMINTON PLAYERS 
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body weight   is more in males compared to females, because 
of diet, variation in secondary sexual growth and skeletal 
growth etc... The BMI of both genders are within the normal 
range to their  physical activity and daily activities The mean 
BMI among the 25 Badminton players is 20.35.The variation 
in  leg length  and Arm length in males  and females ,is due 
the individual growth and development , which is determined 
by heredity and environmental factors. 
 

 
Table.1: Physical characteristics of male and female badminton 

athletes. 
 

CONCLUSION 
There is variation in the distribution of Anthropometric 
characteristics in badminton players due to heredity and 
environmental factors (i.e. diet).The Anthropometric 
characteristics of the athletes play a vital role in the 
performance of badminton. The mean BMI among the 25 
Badminton players is 20.35. 
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ABSTRACT 
The point is to outline and advance a control framework based a wise electronically regulated auto slowing mechanism is called 
"AUTOMATIC BRAKING SYSTEM". This Braking framework is comprises of ultrasonic sensor, Control Unit, Pneumatic breaking 
framework. The Ultrasonic sensor is utilized to recognize the deterrent. There is any deterrent in the way, the ultrasonic sensor 
faculties the hindrance and giving the control indicator to the breaking framework. The pneumatic breaking framework is utilized to 
break the framework. 
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The transmitter component radiates blasts of 12 beats at a recurrence of in the ballpark of 40 khz. This recurrence is harshly 
indistinguishable with the thunder recurrence of the two transducers, so a selectivity is gotten at the sensing component. When 
the first blast is emitted, a bistable is initiated which empowers the counter. Quickly after the blast has been emitted, the unit is 
exchanged to gathering.  

The affectability of the beneficiary is a capacity of time. Throughout and promptly after emanation of the blast, the affectability 
is low. The crosstalk between the transduction and sensing components has, in this manner, no impact on the operation on the 
unit. Assuming that a reverberation is gained quite not long after end of the emitted blast, it will be sufficiently solid to be 
prepared by the collector disregarding the exact low affectability. An every that takes a breather to achieve the sensing 
component will be weaker, yet by then the affectability of the recipient has gotten to be higher. The upshot of this course of 
action is that solid estimations, unaffected by spurious reflections and crosstalk, may be made with moderately basic methods. 
At the moment the reverberation is sensed, the bistable is reset and the counter state exchanged to the yield lock. Since the clock 
recurrence is 17.05 khz and the speed of sound under typical barometrical conditions may be taken as 341 m/s, the time of the 
clock is equivalent to the time taken by the blast to travel 2 cm, i.e., 1 cm forward and 1 cm back. This implies that the amount 
of clock beats numbered between the onset of outflow of the blast and the sensing of the reverberation is equivalent to the 
amount of centimetres between the transducers and the reflecting surface. 

II. TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION 
Until well into the twentieth century, most gadgets produced for measuring separation chipped away at the same rule. The 
measured separation is contrasted and a standard unit of length. Different methods are accessible. One of these is the estimation 
of time taken by the sound wave to blanket a certain separation. This sound regularly lies past human hearing. The ultrasonic 
sensor is utilized to measure the separation in computerized structure and likewise immediately braking the vehicle when the 
deterrent closer to the vehicle. The aim is to design and develop a control system based an intelligent electronically controlled 
automotive braking system is called “AUTOMATIC BRAKING SYSTEM”. This Braking system is consists of ultrasonic 
sensor, Control Unit, Pneumatic breaking system. The Ultrasonic sensor is used to detect the obstacle. There is any obstacle in 
the path, the ultrasonic sensor senses the obstacle and giving the control signal to the breaking system. The pneumatic breaking 
system is used to break the system.   

In our venture of 'ULTRASONIC DISTANCE METER" is suitable for measuring separations between 25 cm and around the 
range of 6 m. The measured separation is indicated on a 3-digit fluid gem show (LCD). The low present drawn by the unit 
makes electric cell operation conceivable: 'LO BAT' perusing on the LCD demonstrates when the electric cell necessities to be 
traded. The piece outline of this meter is indicated in figurer. This is having the four significant parts of the meter. 

A) A sender and A Receiver 

B) Timing and time reference section 

C) A counter with display 

TECHNIQUE OF ULTRASONIC DISTANCE 
MEASUREMENT & BRAKING SYSTEM 

 
 
KeyWords : Ultrasonic, Measurement, 
Braking system, Distance. 
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III . FEATURES OF ARCHITECTURE 
 Distance measurement upto 6 meter 

 Fast pick-up 

 Low maintenance expenditure 

 Good efficiency 

 LCD is used to measure the distance in meter.. 

 Microcontroller IC 89C51 has large memory capacities. 

 Simple, easy to construct. 

 Battery low indication is provided in the LCD display for weak battery replacement 

 Distance is measured by simply pressing the bush button continuously. 

 
IV. DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

 

 
Fig.1: Internal Block Diagram of the Architecture 

 

 
Fig.2: Automatic Distance Measurement & Breaking System Using UltraSonic concept 
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V. DATA ANALYSIS & RESULTS 
 
 It is used to measure the distance between two blocks (bellow 6 meter). 
 Depth measurement. 
 Length Measurement. 
 Height Measurement. 
 Automobile Application 

 
CONCLUSION 

The focus is to layout and development a control structure based an astute electronically controlled auto moderating component is 
called "AUTOMATIC BRAKING SYSTEM". This Braking structure is involves ultrasonic sensor, Control Unit, Pneumatic breaking 
schema. The Ultrasonic sensor is used to distinguish the obstacle. There is any hindrance in the way, the ultrasonic sensor employees 
the obstruction and giving the control pointer to the breaking schema. The pneumatic breaking system is used to break the structure. 
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